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Getting Started
Installing ThumbsPlus
System Requirements
Minimum
·
·
·
·
·

Pentium 100.
48 Mb memory.
30 Mb hard disk space.
256 color display.
Windows 95, 98, ME, XP, NT 4.0 or Windows 2000 (NT 5.0)

Recommended
·
·
·
·
·

Pentium II.
128 Mb memory.
30 Mb hard disk space.
Truecolor (24 or 32-bit) display.
Windows XP or Windows 2000

Notes
· As with any graphically intensive application, ThumbsPlus will run best with
lots of memory. Large images will also require additional memory.
· The total disk space required depends on the number of thumbnails you make,
the number of keywords and annotations you assign to your files, and the
number of user fields you define.

Licenses - Standard Edition vs. Pro Edition
The Pro Edition includes the following features not available in the
Standard Edition:
Raw and professional camera file formats:
.CRW (Canon raw format)
.CR2 (Canon raw format)
.NEF (Nikon raw format)
.MRW (Minolta raw format)
.DCS (Kodak professional camera)
.DCR (Kodak professional camera)
.ORF (Olympus raw format)
.MDC (Minolta format)
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Scientific file formats:
Olympus Confocal TIFF
Biorad Confocal PIC
IPL format
Photoshop plug-in ability (file format 8bi files): Lurawave, STN, MrSid, etc.
16 & 48-bit JPEG2000 support.
Cerious CRW Plug-in
The ability to use another SQL database such as SQL Server 7, SQL 2000 or
Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere.
The Pro version is required for users who wish to share ThumbsPlus databases
across a network. This includes home networks.
DDE and command line utility.

Installation Procedure
To install ThumbsPlus from CDROM, just insert the CD into the drive. The Setup
program will start automatically. If your system is configured so that the setup
does not start by itself, use the Run command on the Start menu to run the
AUTORUN.EXE program from the CDROM. From the main CD menu, select
ThumbsPlus 7 Single User Install.
To install ThumbsPlus from a downloaded file, run the executable, thmpls.exe or
thmpls_web.exe.
During installation, you may choose among several options on the various dialogs.

Registration Information
User name, registration code and number of licensed users are required by the
installation program. This information was supplied via e-mail for electronic download orders or on the license letter included with the shipped installation media. If
you already have the evaluation version installed, you can activate your license by
entering your name, code and number of users on the Help a Enter Registration Info dialog.
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License will be designated and installed as Single-user, Single-user Pro, or a
multi-user license depending on the license you have purchased. Incorrectly entered user name, registration code and/or number of licensed users will install a
trial/evaluation copy by default.

Select Installation Type
On this dialog, you can select the type of installation for multiple users on one
machine. You can have a common database or separate databases for each
user, and for a shared database, maintain common or separate profile settings.

Select Destination Folder
This dialog provides the opportunity to select the folder where the ThumbsPlus
program files will be placed. If you have installed a version previously, this will be
the last location where you installed; otherwise, it will default to “C:\Program
Files\Thumbs7.” You may change the location by clicking on the Browse button and selecting an alternate disk or folder for the installation.

Select Start Menu Group

On this dialog, you select the name of the ThumbsPlus menu group which will
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appear on the Windows Start Programs menu. You can select an existing entry to
place it within another group, or create a subgroup by separating multiple levels
with a backslash (such as Graphics\Thumbs).
You may also select to have a ThumbsPlus icon on your desktop for easy access.

Installation Completed
After the ThumbsPlus installation completes, you’ll see the Installation Completed dialog. You may receive a prompt asking you to reboot your computer.
You can reboot immediately by clicking the OK button or reboot later by clicking
the Cancel button. The only time a reboot is required is if any file(s) replaced are
in use. This will only occur if you are installing into the same folder as a prior
installation, ThumbsPlus is running during the install, or shell extension options
are enabled. The shell extension options are located at Options Preferences
General Show ThumbsPlus items in Explorer right-click menus and
Options
Preferences
General
Enable tracking of file and folder
changes when ThumbsPlus isn't running.

Uninstalling ThumbsPlus
To uninstall ThumbsPlus, use the Add/Remove Programs item in the Control
Panel. Select ThumbsPlus Version 7 and click the Add/Remove button.
As with most applications, the ThumbsPlus uninstall program does not remove
files created after installation, such as the INI file and the thumbnail database
(.TD4). This is to ensure that your data is available should you reinstall.
If you do not intend to reinstall ThumbsPlus, you may remove the ThumbsPlus
installation folder (usually Program Files\Thumbs7). This will remove the default
database and all configuration files.
If you created additional databases in other folders, you may wish to remove them
as well.
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Using ThumbsPlus

Making Thumbnails
As you can tell from its name, ThumbsPlus is designed around “thumbnails.”
When installed, ThumbsPlus is configured to generate thumbnails automatically
for recognized files in each folder you visit. You can change this behavior by
turning off Make Thumbnails Automatically (Options
Preferences
Thumbnails). You can also select folders or disks and make thumbnails for them
(Thumbnail Scan Folder, Thumbnail Scan Tree, Thumbnail Scan
Disk), or even scan all disks on your system to look for recognized files and make
thumbnails (Thumbnail Scan System).

Navigating Folders
ThumbsPlus shows you the disk drives on your computer and other special use
folders as well (Options Preferences Disks & Folders) in a tree, similar
to the way folders are shown in Windows Explorer. You can navigate through the
folders with the mouse, clicking on them to select, expanding folders by clicking
the [+], collapsing folders by clicking on [-]. There is a folder location history bar to
help you easily navigate to previously opened folders. You can also use the keyboard; press TAB to switch betweeen the Thumbnails, Tasks, and Folders. When
the Folders has keyboard focus, you can use the arrow keys , the keypad + and keys, the * key (to expand an entire branch), and letters and numbers to proceed
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to the next folder beginning with the character you type.
The ThumbsPlus folder tree differs somewhat from the Windows Explorer tree;
there are several categories in ThumbsPlus that do not exist in the Windows
Explorer tree. One of these is “Offline CD-ROMs,” where you can see thumbnails for any CD-ROMs. (You can see the thumbnails without having to insert the
CD. When you choose to view or process an offline file, ThumbsPlus will ask you
to insert the appropriate CD.) Like “Offline CD-ROMs,” “Offline Disks” contains
any removable media (disks, ZIP, Syquest, JAZ, etc.) for which you have made
thumbnails. Two other categories are “Found Files” and “Galleries.” These topics
are covered later in this book.

Thumbnail View
The Thumbnail View shows you thumbnails and file information for the recognized files in the current folder, gallery, or found list. You have a lot of control over
what information displays and how it is displayed. The various display options are
available from Options Preferences Thumbnail View. Many options are
also available directly from the menu as well (Options Which Files, Options
Sort By, Options Show for files, Options Display.)

There are five different view modes that you can switch between: Small, Large,
Custom, Report and List. ThumbsPlus maintains separate settings for the layout
of each of these options, and you can switch quickly between the different modes.
You can also quickly change the font or thumbnail display size from the small
toolbar at the top of the thumbnail view. The changed settings affect only the
currently selected mode.

Task, Preview and Info Tabs
The tasks window displays all active background tasks and those tasks that completed but encountered one or more errors. You can control tasks (i.e. stop, pause,
resume, show and clear error lists) by simply right clicking on a task and selecting the function from the popup task menu.
The preview tab displays a preview image of the currently selected thumbnail's
image file. If the file is not a graphics file or the file is corrupted the "Preview Not
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Available" message will be displayed in the preview tab.
The info tab displays file information related to the currently selected thumbnail's
image file. The various groups of file information are User Fields, IPTC/NAA,
EXIF and Image. You can configure what information items display on this tab by
right-clicking in the information area and clicking "Select Items" on the popup
menu.

Viewing and Editing Images
Of course, once you’ve located the file you want to use, you want to do something
with it! In ThumbsPlus, you can view files and perform many image editing functions. ThumbsPlus is not a “paint” or “draw” program, but you can adjust colors,
apply filters like sharpen and edge detection, rotate, resize, crop, add backgrounds,
apply (stamp) text or other images, cut and paste pieces of images, and save
your results in a number of standard formats (TIFF, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TGA, PCX,
BMP, ICO, RAW, WMF, CMP, JP2, J2K).
ThumbsPlus views two types of still images: raster images, which are made of
dots (pixels), and metafiles, which contain drawing commands that “draw” the
image on the screen or printer. Metafiles are usually considered vector graphics,
but may contain commands to draw raster images as well. You can modify metafiles
in a few ways (rotate, remove background, adjust colors) and convert from metafiles
to raster images. (This process is called rasterization.) The metafile formats that
ThumbsPlus can read and display are WMF, CGM, GEM, WPG and Macintosh
PICT. ThumbsPlus can write WMF files.

What Else Can I Do?
ThumbsPlus is an extensive application, and has many functions to help you edit,
view, categorize, find and print your graphics. Here are some of the functions
available:
· Assign keywords and search images by keywords.
· Find images by similarity.
· Find duplicate and similar images.
· Provide annotations (stored in the ThumbsPlus database).
· Make contact sheets (graphic index files).
· Print catalogs.
· Build web pages.
· Batch edit and convert.
· Change the desktop wallpaper.
· Display a full-screen slide show.
· Create a stand-alone slide show (an .exe file).
· Set up folders to watch for new files (and automatically make thumbnails).
· Copy, move and delete files and folders to other folders or disks.
· Capture screen shots.
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Managing Thumbnails
Making Thumbnails for Individual Files
To make thumbnails for one or more specific files, select the thumbnails in the
thumbnail view and use the menu option Thumbnail Make Selected, or click
on the single thumb toolbar button. This option makes thumbnails regardless of
whether there is already a thumbnail for the file.

Scanning a Folder, Tree, Disk or System
To make thumbnails for all the files in the current folder, use Thumbnail Scan
Folder. This will read all of the displayed files in the current folder and make
thumbnails of them. Files that already have up-to-date thumbnails are skipped.
Similarly, Thumbnail
Scan Tree will scan the current folder and any child
folders and make thumbnails of any files without thumbnails, or any whose thumbnail is out-of-date. Thumbnail Scan Disk will scan all files on the current disk.
ThumbsPlus can scan all drives on your system as well, using Thumbnail
Scan System. You have the opportunity in this case to select which types of
drives you want to scan. ThumbsPlus starts a separate background task for each
drive of a selected type.

Automatically Making Thumbnails
When first installed, ThumbsPlus is configured to make thumbnails automatically for each folder you visit. This causes a Scan Folder background task to run
whenever you change folders. You can disable automatic thumbnail generation
by selecting Options Preferences Thumbnails and unchecking the option Make thumbnails automatically.

Watching Specific Folders
ThumbsPlus can watch specific folders and automatically scan them when files
change or appear. Tree Watch Folder allows you to select one or more folders
to watch.
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Managing Thumbnails

Notes:
The folders will only be watched while ThumbsPlus is running.
Network drives cannot be watched by Windows, so ThumbsPlus cannot watch
them either.

Removing Thumbnails
You may remove thumbnails by selecting them and choosing Thumbnail Remove Selected. You can remove all thumbnails in the current folder, tree, or
disk by selecting the appropriate Thumbnail Remove selection. Also, you
can remove “orphaned” thumbnails using Thumbnail Remove Orphans.
(Orphaned thumbnails are thumbnails for files that have been moved or deleted
from outside of ThumbsPlus.) There is an option in Options Preferences
Thumbnails to automatically remove orphans; this option will automatically remove any orphaned thumbnails in each folder as you visit it. It will not automatically update folder colors in the tree, but the color will update the next time you
select the folder.

Customizing the Thumbnail View
ThumbsPlus supports five customizable thumbnail views. In small, large, and
custom views, the thumbnails are displayed much like the icon display for files in
Windows Explorer. The thumbnail view caption bar allows dynamically setting of
the displayed thumbnail size percentage and thumbnail caption font. In addition
to the actual thumbnail, ThumbsPlus can optionally display other indicators (decorations). These decorations indicate information regarding to file state, file contents, short cut links, etc.
You can use the mouse to right-click on the thumbnail view caption bar, and the
thumbnail view pop-up menu will be displayed. Through this menu, you can
select which view to display and its orientation. You can also specify how to sort,
what to display for each file, and which file types to display. Finally, you can select
other thumbnail view related options, by clicking on this menu’s Preferences option
You may also configure the thumbnail views small, large, and custom to not display a thumbnail. When you do this the thumbnail display looks similar to Windows Explorer List View. One big difference between this “no Thumbnail” view
and Windows Explorer is that when the mouse cursor is over a filename entry
that has a thumbnail, ThumbsPlus will display an image tip for the image. Image
tips can be disabled by checking the Disable pop-up image tips on the Preferences tab.
The following thumbnail decorations (when displayed on a corner of a thumbnail)
indicate the existence of various additional information about the original image
file.
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Digimarc copyright indicator.
Multi-page file indicator.
IPTC information indicator.
Thumbnail out-of-date indicator.
Installed font indicator.
Orphan/off-line thumbnail indicator.
Shortcut indicator.
Read-only file indicator.
Tagged file indicator.
Modified file indicator (shown in view window only).
Identical image metrics with prior image indicator.
Identical file to prior file indicator.
Thumbnail has been rotated indicator.
To disable the display of decorations on thumbnails, uncheck the Show decorations option in Options Preferences Thumbnails.
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Organizing Files
Organizing in Windows Folders
You can use ThumbsPlus like Windows Explorer to move, copy, rename and
delete files and folders on your disks. You can select files and drag them to different folders; as in Explorer, this will copy them if the destination is on a different
disk, but move them if the destination is on the same disk. You can control whether
the drag operation copies or moves by pressing SHIFT (to move) or CTRL (to
copy) while dragging. Also, if you drag using the right button rather than the left,
you can choose whether to move or copy when you finish dragging.
Because they can be located in many different places, files in found lists and
galleries are always moved when dragged unless you press CTRL while dragging (to force a copy).
Another way to move and copy files is to use the File Move and File Copy
commands. These commands will prompt you for a destination folder. The last
several (up to 20) destinations you used appear in a drop-down list for quick
reference. You can also browse to locate a specific folder anywhere on your disks.
When you first run ThumbsPlus, you cannot drag, copy, delete or move folders.
This is to prevent accidental damage to systems by people who don’t realize that
moving folders in ThumbsPlus actually moves them on the computer. You can
enable folder operations from Options Preferences General.

Assigning and Searching with Keywords
ThumbsPlus can store keywords in the database for categorizing images or pictures. This provides an organization independent of file location; and files can
have as many keywords as desired.

You can assign one or more keywords to one or more files. Select the files, then
pick Thumbnail Assign Keyword. You can enter multiple keywords by separating them with semicolons (;). The last several keywords or keyword groups you
have assigned will appear in the Thumbnail Assign Keyword menu for quick
reference (so you don’t have to type them in again).
You can also assign keywords when viewing a file, as long as the file has a
thumbnail (you can make a thumbnail while viewing as well; just press F3 or pick
File Thumbnail Make).
To find images with particular keywords, use Edit Find by Query. Select the
keywords you want to look for and click OK. ThumbsPlus will create a “found files
list” containing all of the files that match your request. You can combine keyword
and other searches to restrict the list; the Finding Files section later in this manual
has more information about other options.
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Creating and Using User Fields
You can create user-defined fields for storing additional data with the thumbnails.
These fields can contain nearly any type of information you desire (dates, numbers or text). The maximum text length is 255 characters; for longer text fields,
you should use the Annotation field that is already part of the thumbnail record.
To define user fields in your database, use File Database User Fields. For
each field, you enter the name and data type. For text fields, you also specify the
field length (in characters). ThumbsPlus can also automatically extract information from EXIF JPEG files and store it in the database user fields. To enable this,
simply create user fields with the same names as the EXIF fields and then remake your thumbnails.

Once you’ve defined the fields, you can assign values for any thumbnails, and
search for specific files by the values that you assigned. You can assign the
same values to one or more files by selecting the files and using Thumbnail
Assign User Fields.
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You can view user fields under the thumbnails by going to Options Show for
files User fields. To search for files based on user-defined fields, use Edit
Find by Query, and use the User Fields tab to enter the criteria for finding files.
Further information on the Find option is available later in this manual, and details
are available in the online help file.

IPTC/NAA Editing
IPTC/NAA data elements can be modified/saved when saving to file formats that
support this extra data (e.g. TIF or JPEG). This information can then be read by
other programs that read IPTC information. ThumbsPlus will display this information on the File Properties Info tab as well as in the Info tab on the main
window.
The IPTC editor provides many features, including:
- The ability to create and load IPTC Sets to use when editing.
- Drop-down lists for any IPTC field that has a corresponding user field
defined.
- The ability to populate the IPTC caption from the database annotation.
- The ability to populate the IPTC Date/Time Created from the file date or
EXIF date.
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- The ability to populate all IPTC fields corresponding to user fields.
- The ability to replace or append database keywords to IPTC keywords
The keyword list is now sorted and duplicate entries removed when editing.

Creating Galleries
A ThumbsPlus gallery is a logical container for a group of thumbnails stored in
the database. All information about a gallery is stored internally in the database as
well. Galleries may reference files across multiple directories, hard disks, and
even networked computers.
You can create a gallery by right-clicking on a group of selected thumbnails in the
thumbnail view and selecting Gallery Create from the displayed pop-up menu.
You can also create a gallery by simply dragging the selected thumbnails to the
Galleries folder group icon in the folder tree. You can create a sub-gallery (nested
gallery) by right-clicking the parent gallery and selecting Create Subgallery from
the pop-up menu.

In the Name field, enter the gallery name. This name will be displayed under the
Galleries folder group. Select the sort order (in the Order by combo box) and
descending check box if you wish to modify the default sort order when this gallery is slected for viewing.
Gallery thumbnails may be reordered into any sequence by dragging and dropping them into the desired position, right-clicking on the gallery in the folder tree
and selecting Save Gallery Order. Galleries will ONLY display using a reordered sequence when Order by is set to None, and Descending is unchecked.
You may change these gallery properties at any time by right-clicking on the gallery name and selecting Properties from the pop-up menu.
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Favorite Places
Another way to organize files in ThumbsPlus is by using Favorite Places. Use
this list of folders for quick reference to the folders on your system that you use
the most. You can also quickly move files to your favorite places using File
Move To.

To add the current folder to your list of favorites, pick Tree Add to Favorites.
To edit the list of favorite places, use Tree Edit Favorites.
From a view window, you can quickly “sift” files and place them in favorite places
by using File Move To, or pressing the period (.) key. When you press the
period, a pop-up menu will appear with your favorite places. The first 10 are
numbered for quick access. This way, you can quickly move files to the first 10
places using by simply pressing period and the number of the location. If you
configure ThumbsPlus to automatically go to the next file after moving or deleting
(Options
Viewing
Other), you can very quickly sift through many files,
placing them in appropriate locations.
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Viewing and Editing Files
ThumbsPlus includes an extensive raster and vector viewer with many features,
including zoom, synchronization, scale to gray, gamma correction, full screen,
window position, and size control and multiple monitor support. You can also
move, copy, and save images to a different format from a view window.

While ThumbsPlus is not an illustration or painting program, it does include quite
a few image editing functions that operate on the entire image or a selected area.

Scrolling and Panning
When the image is larger than the view window, you can scroll or pan to view the
other parts of the image. To pan, drag with the right button or press CTRL and
drag with the left button. (In full-screen mode — View
Full Screen — you
must use CTRL and left-drag, as the right button is used to display the menu.)
While panning, the cursor changes to show you the directions in which you can
pan.
If you have a mouse with a wheel, you can use the wheel either to scroll up and
down (the default), or to zoom. To use the wheel to zoom, select the option in
Options Viewing Other.

Zooming and Stretching
From the View menu in ThumbsPlus, you can “zoom in” and “zoom out” when
displaying images (View Zoom) , and can stretch them to fit within the window
(View Zoom Fit All) or to fit the width of the window (View Zoom Fit
Width). You can select arbitrary zoom factors, or zoom so that a selection fits
within the window. At 3 X (300%) and above, you can ask ThumbsPlus to display
a grid showing the pixels (dots) of the image (View Zoom Gridlines).
For quick access, the number keys (1 through 9) on the main keyboard zoom 100
to 900%. The current zoom percentage displays in the status line. (You can turn
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on the status line using View

Viewing and Editing Files
Status Line).

You can also enable the loupe (magnifier) by going to View Loupe Enable
from within the view window. The loupe window acts like a photographer's loupe
by displaying enlarged pixel data from the image area under the current cursor
position.

View Bar
A View Bar is available, View Window - View Viewbar, which displays three
tabs:
Channels - Displays information about the image data, including channels
displayed, position, RGB value at cursor, channel and intensity histograms,
and an image map, indicating the portion of the image currently displayed
and the current selection.
Info - Same as the Info tab in the main window.
Comments - Image comments.

File Operations
From a view window, you can save, copy, move and delete the current file. These
options are available from the File menu, and operate only on the current file.
When saving some file types, ThumbsPlus will prompt you for options for that
type; please refer to the help file for information about the various options you can
set.
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Synchronized and Tiled Views

ThumbsPlus can tile multiple view windows to fill the screen (View Tile Views),
and can even synchronize them so that scrolling, zooming or panning in one view
affects all views simultaneously (View Synch Views). This is especially useful for comparing two similar files.

Image Compare
This feature, View Window
ence between two images.

Image

Compare, shows the computed differ-

Clipboard (Selection, Copy and Paste)
You can select an area of an image for cropping, for applying many image processing functions, and to copy to the clipboard. To select using the mouse, simply drag (using the left mouse button). To select a freehand shape (non-rectangular), hold the ALT key while clicking or dragging to produce the freehand shape.
When you release the ALT button, the selection area is joined to create a shape.
You can resize a rectangular selection by dragging the edges or corners. You can
move any selection area by dragging it to the desired location.
You can also make a rectangular selection using the keyboard; press F11 to bring
up a default selection rectangle. You can specify the size of the selection in Options Viewing Other. And, you can move and resize a selection using the
keyboard as well. The arrow keys will move the selection; use SHIFT, CTRL and
ALT in combination with the arrow keys to:
ALT
SHIFT
CTRL

Resize (rather than move) the selection.
Increase the amount of movement or resize.
Decrease the amount of movement or resize (nudge).

The status line will show the current selection size and position. You can enable
the status line for the current view window using View Status Line, or turn it
on by default using Options Viewing Appearance.
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Making Color Adjustments
Using Image Adjust Colors, ThumbsPlus can adjust the color for both raster
and vector images. You can adjust brightness, contrast, hue, saturation, color
balance, and gamma. You can make color adjustments to the entire image, midtones only, shadows only or highlights only.

Changing Color Depth (Image Mode)
ThumbsPlus can convert images to bi-level (monochrome) or grayscale, and can
map images to different palettes (Image
Color Depth). This is useful for
generating smaller or more appropriate images for a particular use (such as bilevel or grayscale for printing, or 256 color GIF files for the World Wide Web).
You can control the bi-level threshold, the color palette, the exact number of colors allowed, and the dithering method when reducing the color depth.

Balancing Color (Image Mode)
With this feature (Image
Color Balance), you can selectively balance the
color in an image. You can also save color balance schemes and reload them for
later use. To compute the balance from a selected area, select an area of the
image that should be gray, and click Compute from selection. This will apply
the color balance from the selected area to the entire image.
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Transforming Images (Rotate, Resize, Mirror)
You can rotate, rotate to line, resize, and flip (mirror) images in ThumbsPlus.
Flipping and quick (90, 180, 270 degree) rotations are available directly from the
menu (Transform Turn & Mirror). For resizing use the Transform Resize
menu selection. For arbitrary rotation, use the Transform Rotate menu selection. To rotate an image to a selected reference line, use the Transform Rotate to Line menu selection.

Also available is Quick Process to rotate images 90° CW, 90° CCW or 180°,
and flip to images by simply using the Image
Quick Process menu command.

Red Eye Removal
ThumbsPlus can remove any red eye (Image
camera flashes.

Red Eye Removal) caused by

Overlaying Images or Text
ThumbsPlus can “stamp” an image (or multiple images in batch mode) with another image or text. Use Image Stamp to do this. The help file has a lot of
information about the diverse and sundry options available for this function.
You can also paste an image into another image (see Clipboard pg. 23).
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Filtering (Sharpen, Blur, Etch, Emboss, etc.)
Digital image filtering is a process that modifies a raster image by procesing each
pixel in conjunction with surrounding pixels, according to an algorithm or matrix of
operations (kernel). ThumbsPlus contains many built-in filters, and you can define your own kernels for linear filters.
Some common functions that can be performed using image filters are:
· Sharpening
· Blurring
· Edge detection
· Embossing
· Median
· Noise Removal
· Despeckling
· Special Effects
For color images, ThumbsPlus can apply the filter to each color component separately, or to the overall brightness (intensity) of the image. Filtering on intensity
usually produces the best results.
Use Image
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Cropping and Adding Borders
You can crop images in ThumbsPlus by selecting an area of the image and picking Transform Crop to Selection. Additionally, you can crop images to specific sizes or add a background to an image using Transform
Crop / Add
Border. (You can crop by value and add border in batch mode, too. See Batch
Processing for more information.)

To add a border, you “crop by” negative values or percentages. You can select the
color you want for the border.

Image Processes
ThumbsPlus includes several built-in image processes that you can use to quickly
perform editing tasks on images. These processes are available from the view
window menu (Image Process) and can be applied in batch mode as well.
Auto Color Balance. This process adjusts the image so that the selected area (or
the entire image, if no area is selected) averages to gray. This is useful for fixing
images that have an overall color cast; just select an area that should be light to
dark gray.
Improve Video Capture. This process increases the saturation (+20%) and contrast (+10%) slightly, and sharpens the image.
Fluorescent Lighting. This process removes the greenish cast from many photographs taken in fluorescent light. The adjustments applied are: Contrast +3%,
Saturation +3%, Red -2%, Green -10%, Blue +6%. (You can do your own adjustments for other lighting casts using the Balance tab of Image Adjust Colors.)
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General Enhancement. This process increases saturation (+17%) and contrast
(+8%) and sharpens the image.
Contrast Enhancement. This process adjusts gamma (+22%) and contrast
(+10%).
Cleanup JPEG. When JPEG files are overcompressed, there are often eight by
eight pixel grid-like artifacts present in the image. This process smooths the edges
of this grid, improving the appearance somewhat. (You should run this process
before cropping or resizing a JPEG image, as it assumes the position of the grid;
cropping or resizing will move or change the spacing of the grid.)
Digital Camera Cleanup. This process is designed to improve the appearance of
many images from digital cameras. It does the following actions:
- Cleanup JPEG
- Median filter, green channel only
- Contrast +10%, Saturation +15%
Sepia Tone. Use this menu selection to apply a sepia tone filter to the open
image. The resulting image will have a brownish, “old-timey” black & white look.
Semi-Sepia Tone. Use this menu selection to apply a semi-sepia tone filter to
the open image. The resulting image will have a brownish, “old-timey” black &
white look with some original color saturation preserved.
Photo Negative. Use this menu selection to convert scanned negatives to color
images. The resulting image will have positive color channels. This process is
better than Image | Invert Colors because it compensates for the orange tint of
the negative, while also boosting contrast. Note: This process should
produce a usable image from most scanned color negatives; however,
film scanners will almost always produce better results because they
have more data to work with and can tell where blank areas of the
negative are (for removing the color mask).
Equalize Channels. Use this menu selection to equalize each color channel in
the open image individually. In some cases, equalizing the color channels will
improve the appearance. ThumbsPlus will attempt to modify levels of each
color channel to come as close to even levels of each as possible.
Stretch Channels. Use this menu selection to stretch each color channel in the
open image individually. Color channel values will be mapped, from the current
range found in the image, to values in the range of 0 to 255.
Convert to Grayscale. Use this menu selection to desaturate the colors in the
open image. The resulting image will be black & white (8 bit grayscale) with
original contrast preserved.

Alpha Channel
An alpha channel is an additional 8-bit grayscale channel of image data used to
convey transparency information for the other color channels (e.g. RGB color
channels) in the image. It works like a stencil placed over the image to mask
areas for selective display. The black and white areas in an alpha channel mask
represent fully opaque and fully transparent areas, respectively. The different levels of gray represent varying degrees of translucency.
You can create, handle and view alpha channels in 24-bit and 48-bit images.
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Alpha channels will be loaded and saved to TGA, PNG and TIF files. You can use
the View Channels menu to select which channels to display.
Edit
Create Alpha Channel will create an alpha channel from the current
selection.

Image Watermarking
Image watermarking is a technique to embed information about an image invisibly (or nearly invisibly) in the image data itself. ThumbsPlus incorporates
Digimarc® technology to embed and detect image watermarks. ThumbsPlus automatically detects watermarks in images when you view them. You can turn this
option off in Options Viewing a Other. Additionally, you can ask ThumbsPlus
to check for watermarks when making thumbnails for files; this will mark thumbnails of watermarked images with a copyright symbol.

To view the information about the watermark found in an image, use Image
Read Watermark. A button is available that will look up the Digimarc ID at the
Digimarc web site. (You need to be connected to the Internet to perform the lookup).

To embed your own watermarks in images, use Image Embed Watermark.
The first time you do this, you will have to enter your Digimarc Creator ID and
PIN. Digimarc will assign this for a nominal charge; visit their web site at http://
www.digimarc.com.
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Metafile Operations
While some image editing functions in ThumbsPlus apply only to raster (pixel)
images, many can be performed on vector files (metafiles) as well, and there are
three that are available only for vector images:
Image Remove Background. Removes any solid-colored rectangle that covers the entire area of the metafile.
Image Convert to Bitmap. Converts a vector image to a raster image of a
specific size. You can anti-alias to produce better-looking results.
Image Extract Bitmap. Sometimes, a metafile will simply contain a raster
image (bitmap). This function extracts the first bitmap found.

Color Management
The purpose of image color management is to provide a standardized way of
accurately representing image color data across a wide array of devices - digital
cameras, scanners, printers, and display monitors. In the past, a limited mechanism of gamma correction was used for display devices. In ThumbsPlus, color
management can be enabled separately for color, grayscale and indexed (palette-based) images. When working with image color profiles, it is often necessary to convert an image’s color profile from one color space to another. The
following image color profile operations are defined within ThumbsPlus:
Set: Setting an image's color profile to a given profile indicates that "the pixel data
in the image *is in* the given colorspace". The given color profile will be embedded within the image file.
Convert: Converting an image to a given color profile is the process where the
image's pixel values are transformed from it's current colorspace (or from sRGB
if no profile is embedded within the image) to pixel values within the desired
colorspace.
Remove: Removing the color profile from an image is simply the process of
saving the image file without the embedded color profile. The image pixel data is
unchanged, thus no implicit conversion of colorspace occurs.
When making thumbnails, ThumbsPlus converts images to the standard sRGB
color space, which is used by most digital cameras. The sRGB color space is
also assumed for images that do not have embedded profiles.
You can quickly enable or disable color management in view windows using View
Enable Color Mgmt.
If you use View Preferences Color Management (from the view window)
or Options Viewing Color Management (from the main window), this will
affect all open view windows.
The thumbnails themselves can be adjusted for your monitor as well. To enable
this, check “Enable Color Management” in Options Preferences Thumbnail View.
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ThumbsPlus will read and save color profiles associated with images in JPEG,
TIFF and PING files. You can set, convert to, or remove color profiles using the
Image Color Profile.

Some general rules to follow when using image color management:
1. If images are being converted for public consumption (web, e-mail, etc.), the
sRGB colorspace format should be used. If they are in a different colorspace,
they should be converted to sRGB. Once converted to sRGB, image file size can
be reduced by removing the color profile before uploading. The sRGB colorspace
is generally recognized as a cross-platform default.
2. If photos come from a source, generated with a known colorspace, those images should be set to use the corresponding color profile within color management aware applications. For example, some digital cameras create images in
the "Adobe RGB (1998)" colorspace, so setting that profile is appropriate.
3. When editing images in Photoshop, and using "Adobe RGB (1998)" as your
working profile, time can be saved by converting working images to that profile.
4. If a service bureau or print lab asks for images with a special profile, those
images should be converted to that profile.
5. For screen captured images, the color profile can be set to the same profile
used by the display monitor and then converted to sRGB for general use.
To configure color management options in ThumbsPlus, Select Options
ing Color Management from the main menu.

View-
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Slide Shows
ThumbsPlus can display a full-screen slide show of images; just select the images you want to view and select Image Slide Show or click the slide show
toolbar button. You can specify various options for the slide show from Options
Viewing Slide Show, or hold SHIFT while clicking the slide show toolbar
button.
There are various keys and mouse buttons available during the slide show:
To Perform

Keyboard

Mouse

Next slide

Space
Right arrow
Page down

Left button

Previous slide

Backspace
Left arrow
Page up

Right button

Pause/Resume Pause

Desktop Wallpaper
ThumbsPlus can install image files as tiled, centered, or stretched desktop wallpaper (View Wallpaper). You can also remove the current desktop wallpaper
with ThumbsPlus.
When you stretch wallpaper, ThumbsPlus stretches the file to the current display
size and centers that. This works with all versions of Windows and produces a
nicer effect than simply letting Windows stretch the wallpaper.
When you set wallpaper, ThumbsPlus creates a file in your temporary folder
(usually C:\TEMP or C:\WINDOWS\TEMP) called ~WALLPAP.BMP.
If you would prefer that a different file name or folder be used, you can add the
following section to the THUMBS.INI file using Notepad:
[Wallpaper]
File=complete path to file name
For example:
[Wallpaper]
File=C:\TEMP\Wallpaper.bmp
Note: The file must have a BMP extension so Windows will use it as wallpaper.
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Sharing Photos
ThumbsPlus makes it easy to share one image or your entire image collection
with friends and family.

Online Photo Sites
ThumbsPlus gives you access to 3 of the major online photo sites: Printroom.com,
Picturetrail.com and DigiPrintStore.com. You can create a new account with any
or all of these sites, modify your account settings, visit the web sites or upload
pictures directly to your existing account. File
Online Photos.

Build Slide Show
The Build Slide Show feature, located on the Image menu, will create a self
executable slide show of images. Once you have created the slide show, you will
be able to send it to others via e-mail. Receipients of a ThumbsPlus executable
slide show do not need ThumbsPlus to view the slide show images. However,
they will need to be running a Windows operating system. This slide show will
not run on other operating systems.
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Send by E-mail...
The Send by E-mail... feature located on the File menu creates a new e-mail
message and attaches the selected file(s) to it. You can select your preferred email program by going to Options Preferences E-mail.
As full-size camera images are often too large to send over slow connections,
you can convert, resize and zip images directly from the Send by E-mail... dialog.

Building Web Pages
ThumbsPlus includes a built-in Web Page Wizard that can help you build thumbnail web pages with links to the full-size images. For detailed information on this
feature, please see page 41.
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Finding Images
Edit Find by Query provides powerful search capabilities for finding images
based on criteria. For some of these methods, you categorize the images yourself (by assigning keywords, annotations or user fields); for others, ThumbsPlus
works with the image content to find similar or duplicate images. You can also
search by file name and restrict the search to the current folder or tree.
When you find files in ThumbsPlus, a special folder is created that contains the
files you found. This folder appears in the Found Files group in the folder tree.
You can have multiple, named queries, and you can run these queries again
when you have new files or have made database changes.

Finding by File Information
You can search for files that meet many different criteria, including:
- Specific file names (or portions of file names).
- Files of a minimum, maximum, or range of dimensions.
- Files of specific color depth.
- Files that have certain keywords.
- Files with specific values or ranges of values in user fields.
- Files that contain specific text in annotations.
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Finding Images Similar to a Specific Image
You can also search for all images that are similar to a specific image, and you
can combine this with any other search criteria you’ve set up. Be sure to select an
image before picking Edit
Find By Query so that ThumbsPlus knows the
reference image you’re looking for. A Similarity tab will then be available where
you can specify criteria for how similar images should be.
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Finding Similar or Duplicate Images
ThumbsPlus can also scan your entire database (or a portion of it) looking for
similar or duplicate thumbnails. This capability is quite powerful and very useful
for managing large databases of images. Use Edit Find Similar Images to
search for these space wasters.

You can select a threshold for how similar the images must be. Identical selects
images for which the metrics are identical; the images themselves may still be
slightly different.
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Batch Processing
One of the most powerful features in ThumbsPlus is the ability to convert and edit
many files using the same processing steps. Some example uses of this function:
· Converting files to GIF or JPEG format for the World Wide Web
· Editing multiple files to make them the same size
· Editing files to give them a common palette for animation
· Converting files to grayscale or bi-level for printing
· Color correcting several files using the same parameters
You can also use the Quick Batch feature to run a saved batch set on the images you have selected. This is located on the Image Quick Batch menu
from the main window, and on the right click menu.

Converting Files to a Common Format
To convert several files to a common format, select them in the thumbnail view
and pick Image Batch Process. On the Input Files dialog, click Selected Files
Only, so that only those files you selected will be processed. On the Output Details dialog, select the output format you want and pick a folder for the converted
files. Click OK, and ThumbsPlus will start a background task to convert your files
to the desired format.

Editing Files while Converting
You can have ThumbsPlus edit your files while converting them, too. The Batch
Steps dialog provides an area where you can create a set of operations to perform on each file while processing. Almost all editing functions available in
ThumbsPlus are available in batch processing, so you can adjust color, resize,
rotate, flip, convert to gray, filter, equalize, crop by value, add backgrounds, add
file comments, set file resolution and more.
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Use the Add button to add a batch step; you’ll see a menu of operations you can
perform. For many of these, you’ll provide additional information (such as the
number of degrees to rotate, or how to adjust color.) You can reorder steps by
using the up and down arrows to the right of the list of steps. Here are some
general guidelines for step ordering:
· Do image filtering after resizing. This prevents the filter effect from being expanded or reduced along with the image. (This is a general rule only. There are
exceptions where resizing would be appropriate after filtering.)
· Do image watermarking after all other editing tasks except color depth reduction. If you embed a watermark before you reduce an image size, for example,
much of the watermark strength will be destroyed by the resize.
· Do color depth reduction (e.g., for 256-color GIF files) last. Many other editing
operations require a truecolor or grayscale image, and will “undo” any previous
color reduction.

Saving and Using Batch Sets
You can save a processing list as a batch set and reuse it later, or even call it as
a sub-process from another set. The first tab allows you to select or save a batch
set. Since you will probably want to perform the sets on different files, the set of
files selected is not stored with batch sets; you’ll need to select the folder or files
first, then select the batch set to apply.
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ThumbsPlus stores batch sets in the ThumbsPlus folder, using the name you
enter and an extension of “.TPB”. You can place them elsewhere if you wish (for
example, to share on a network). Options Preferences Schemes & Sets
allows you to select the location for batch sets and some other items.
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Scanning
ThumbsPlus uses the industry-standard TWAIN specification for accessing image input devices such as scanners and digital cameras. TWAIN provides a
common method for programs to interface with various modules of scanners and
other digital input devices.
The Data Source is the device and drivers from which you are obtaining an image. The TWAIN data source driver for each device is supplied by the manufacturer. If you have a Hewlett-Packard scanner, for example, then the Data Source
software is provided by HP with the scanner, and is supported by them.
ThumbsPlus interfaces to the data source using TWAIN, in order to coordinate
transfer of the image data into ThumbsPlus.

Using TWAIN Data Sources
You can have multiple TWAIN data sources on your computer. Use Image
TWAIN Acquire to select your data source and to read an image from that device.
Once you’ve selected TWAIN Acquire, the manufacturer’s user interface takes
control. Every manufacturer provides their own look and feel, and each selects
the options they want to provide for the interface. Most user interfaces have a
“Scan” button; once pressed, the image will be read and transferred into a
ThumbsPlus view window, where you can modify and save it. If you want to scan
multiple images without requiring intervention in ThumbsPlus, use Image
TWAIN Multiple Acquire.

Multiple Acquire
If you plan to scan several images and don’t want to have to save each one from
the ThumbsPlus view window, just use Image TWAIN Multiple Acquire. As
you scan each file, ThumbsPlus will automatically store it on disk. For completely
hands-free operation scanning many pages, you can use Multiple Acquire with a
scanner that has a document feeder!

TWAIN Setup
You can use Image TWAIN Setup to set the output format and output location
of your scanned images. You can also setup the name sequence.
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Printing
You can print individual images (one per page), with accompanying information if
desired. You can also print thumbnail sheets (catalogs) with thumbnails and much
of the file information.

Individual Images
To print individual images, select File Print from either the main window or a
view window. From the main window, this will print all selected files. From a view
window, this will print the current images.

Catalogs
To print a thumbnail catalog, use Image Print Catalog. There are hundreds of
layout options and possibilities; details about each setting are available in the
Online Help file.
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Building Web Pages
ThumbsPlus includes a built-in Web Page Wizard (Image Web Page Wizard) that can help you build thumbnail web pages, with links to the full-sized
images. With the wizard, you can control the table size, thumbnail size, thumbnail format, text to include for each file, and more. There are many templates
provided with ThumbsPlus for generating several styles of web pages. You can
create your own templates with your own graphics for your own look!

The wizard will guide you through the steps required to make an online catalog of
images. The catalog can be a single page or may span several pages. If you
select more graphics that will fit in the table, ThumbsPlus will automatically generate multiple pages; each generated page will have a link to the next and previous pages.

Web Page Style
Select scheme. Select a previously saved Web Page Wizard scheme.
Web page style. The style (template) to use to generate the web pages. You can
find
examples
of
the
available
styles
at
http://www.cerious.com/wwsamples.shtml
Page name prefix. Enter the HTML file name prefix you want to use. ThumbsPlus
will automatically append the page number to this. Eg. If you specify "Page" here,
ThumbsPlus will generate "Page.html," "Page0002.html," etc.
Thumbnail table only. ThumbsPlus will not use a template, and will build HTML
files that contain only the tables. Such files are intended for inclusion in other
pages, and are not designed to be published (they don't include HTML header
information or tags).

Table Format
Table
Columns. Number of columns in the thumbnail tables.
Rows. The number of rows in the thumbnail table. If more files are specified than
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fit in the table, ThumbsPlus will generate multiple pages.
Border. The width and height of the table border. To disable table borders, set
this field to zero.
Color. Check this option to pick a color for the thumbnail table.
Cells
Spacing. Enter the amount (in pixels) for spacing around the outside of the thumbnail border.
Padding. Enter the amount (in pixels) for spacing between the inside of the thumbnail border and the thumbnail itself.
Centered. Check this option to center the thumbnail cell text. If unchecked, the
cell text will be left justified.

Thumbnail Format
Thumbnail Dimensions
Width. The width, in pixels, of each thumbnail. Larger thumbnails require more
disk space for you and more download time for your users. The default is 96
pixels, which is the same as the default ThumbsPlus thumbnail size.
Height. The height, in pixels, of each thumbnail. Larger thumbnails require more
disk space for you and more download time for your users. The default is 72
pixels, which is the same as the default ThumbsPlus thumbnail size.
Format
GIF/JPEG. Select the format for the thumbnails. Generally, JPEG works best for
photographic images, and GIF for line-drawn. You may wish to experiment with
your particular graphics.
JPEG Quality. The quality level for JPEG thumbnails. This option is available
only if you select JPEG thumbnails. Because thumbnails are small, you can usually get away with a fairly low quality of 60 or so.
Include Low-res GIFs. When you select JPEG thumbnails, ThumbsPlus can
also generate low-resolution black and white GIF images. Some browsers will
load these first, giving the overall appearance of the page, then load the fullresolution JPEG thumbnail images.
GIF Netscape palette. This option causes ThumbsPlus to save the GIF thumbnails with a netscape compatible palette. This option is available only if you select
GIF thumbnails.
Photo borders. Adds a white border (like the edge of photographs) around the
thumbnails.
Use original files if smaller than thumbnail size. When the original file is
smaller than the thumbnaill size, ThumbsPlus will use the original rather than
make a separate file for the thumbnail. However, if you choose ‘Custom URLs/
Folders’, ThumbsPlus will still make a copy of the file in the thumbnail folder.
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Input Files
Selected files only. Select this option to generate thumbnails only for the selected files. If no files are selected, this option will be disabled.
Current folder. Select this option to generate thumbnails for all files in the current folder. The files will be ordered just as they appear in the the current thumbnail list.
Copy files to destination folder. Check this box if you want ThumbsPlus to
automatically copy the original graphic files to the destination directory.
Lower case file names. Forces the file names to lower case.
Netscape compatible names. Removes spaces and special characters from
the file names.
Ensure unique file names. Check this option to append a unique sequence
number to the original file name. This is done to guarantee that output file names
created from galleries or found files lists are always unique.
Prefix file names with gallery name or found list name. Check to add the
gallery or found list name to the beginning of each output file name.

File Information
Use this dialog to select which items will appear in generated output files created
by the Web Page Wizard. You can include many pieces of information with in the
thumbnail table: file information, database information, EXIF information, IPTC
information and user fields. This same dialog is used for Print Catalog, Contact
Sheets, standard image printing and the Info tab in the ThumbsPlus main interface.

Miscellaneous Options
Extension for HTML files. Enter the desired extension for all HTML files that
will be generated. Eg. .htm, .html, etc.
Generate Links from
Thumbnail. Check this option to have HTML HREF links made for the area (on
the page) occupied by the thumbnails. When a thumbnail is clicked, the browser
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will follow the link to the actual image file.
Filename. Check this option to have HTML HREF links made for the area (on the
page) occupied by the filename. When a filename is clicked, the browser will
follow the link to the actual image file.
All Text. Check this option to have HTML HREF links made for any text areas (on
the page) in the thumbnail cell. When part of this text is clicked, the browser will
follow the link to the actual image file.
Equalize cell widths. Check this option to have all thumbnail cells display at the
same width, regardless of the actual thumbnail widths.
Text on right. Check this option to have thumbnail text appear on the right of
each thumbnail. If unchecked, the text will appear below each thumbnail.
No alternate text. If checked, this will prevent the 'ALT=' parameters from being
generated for each thumbnail HREF link. If unchecked, the alt text will be generated from the image filename. When the mouse is position over a thumbnail, the
alt text will be displayed under the mouse cursor.
Format annotations. When checked, HTML breaks '<br>' will be inserted for
any carriage-return linefeeds found in the annotation text. Without this option
checked, the text will wrap with carriage-return linefeed pairs being ignored.
Create database thumbnails for output files. Creates thumbnails for the full
size images and the thumbnail size files in the designated output folder.

Web Page Text
Page title. Use this field to enter the title text for the web pages. This text is
included in the <TITLE> html tag, and is displayed on the browser title bar.
Heading. Use this field to enter the title of the web pages. This text will appear at
the to of all generated pages. You may include html tags for formatting.
Comment. Use this field to enter any additional text to go on each web page. In
the templates supplied with ThumbsPlus, this information goes between the heading and the thumbnail table.
Home page URL. Use this field to enter a “Return to” URL. Each page contains
a “previous page”, “next page” and “home” link; this URL will be used for the
“home” link.

Linking to Images
Link directly to the original images. Select this option to have ThumbsPlus
generate links directly to the image file itself. The image will be loaded into the
browser without an outer HTML document.
Link to a Javascript pop-up window. Select this option to link to Javascript
code that will create a pop-up window containing the image file.
Link to separate html pages built for each image. Select this option to generate HTML documents for each image file.
Convert images. Check this option and select an image file type (.JPG, .GIF, or
.PNG) to have ThumbsPlus convert the selected images to the desired web format before processing. If you select .JPG as your image file type, you can set the
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desired Jpeg Quality as well.
Maximum size (Width x Height). Check this option and enter the width and
height values to specify the maximum dimensions for converted images.
Target window name. Enter the HTML target name that identifies which browser
window (or frame) in which linked image will be opened. If blank, the image will
opened in the same browser window. Please refer to your HTML documentation
for reserved HTML target names.

Image Page Details
This dialog only displays when Link to separate html pages built for each
image is selected on the Linking to Images dialog.
Select an image page template to use. Use this list to select the desired image
page template to use when generating the image page HTML files.
Page title. Use this field to select the title text for the image page. This text is
included in the <TITLE> html tag and is displayed on the browser title bar.
Select Items. Click this button to select which items to display beneath each
image.

File Locations
Same URL/Folder for Everything. Select this option to place all files (HTML,
supporting graphics, original images, and thumbnail images) in the same folder
on your system. This is definitely the simpler option, and especially recommended
for new users.
Custom URLs/Folders. For advanced users, this option provides the opportunity to place the HTML pages, original images, and thumbnail images in different
folders (and URLs).

Select Location (“Same URL/Folder”)
Select Location. This is the folder on your system where you want to place
everything.

Select Locations (“Custom URLs/Folders”)
Base Disk Folder for HTML. Enter or browse for the folder in which you want
ThumbsPlus to place the generated HTML pages.
Images
Folder. Enter or browse for the folder in which you want ThumbsPlus to place the
images. (The images are only copied here if you selected “Copy files to destination folder.”
URL. Enter the URL (relative or absolute) that corresponds to the Images folder.
Assuming that your HTML pages are in c:\myweb\catalog and your images are in
c:\myweb\catalog\images, the proper URL would generally be images/.
Thumbnails
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Folder. Enter or browse for the folder in which you want ThumbsPlus to place the
thumbnails.
URL. As for the Images URL above, enter the URL (relative or absolute) that
corresponds to the Thumbnails folder.
Do not prefix thumbnail file names with ‘tn_’. ThumbsPlus does not prefix
the thumbnail file name with “tn_”. File name prefixing helps to prevent image and
thumbnail file name conflicts when both sets of files are stored in the same folder
location.

Ready to Build
Launch Browser when Done. Select this option for ThumbsPlus to launch the
first page when the thumbnails and pages have been created. The local file name
will be passed to your current browser, so if you specified custom folders or
URLs, they should match appropriately. If you specified absolute URLs, or different URL paths than the physical sub-folder names, you’ll need to copy your pages
and graphics to your Web server before testing.
Scheme Name. If you wish to save these settings to a scheme for repeated use
later, then Enter the scheme name in this field and click the Save button.
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Making Contact Sheets
Contact sheets are much like printed catalogs, except they are generated to image files instead of to the printer. These are perfect for sharing with others or
using as a visual index of a particular set of images. Contact sheets share many
features with catalogs, so the options settings are quite similar. (Image Contact Sheets.)
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Thumbnail Databases
ThumbsPlus stores the thumbnails it creates, along with other file information, in
a Thumbnail Database. As installed, this is the THUMBS.TD4 file in the
ThumbsPlus folder. If necessary, you can create multiple databases.

Creating a New Database
Because all searching and similarity finding occurs in only a single database,
Cerious Software recommends that you keep all of your thumbnails in a single
database if possible. If your database is too large, or if you have other considerations that require you to have multiple databases, you can create databases
using the File Database New Database selection.

You can change the thumbnail size or color information for an existing database
using Options Preferences Thumbnails. Only thumbnails made or updated after the change will be affected.

JPEG Compress (File

Database

JPEG Compress)

ThumbsPlus can convert existing thumbnails, stored in the current ThumbsPlus
database, into JPEG compressed thumbnails. The internal thumbnail data is
stored as complete JPEG file stream. This will reduce your database size by
about 75% (usually!).

Exporting and Importing
You can export data from your database into text format, which can then be read
into other programs and manipulated. You can also import from an export file.
One frequent use of export/import is combining multiple databases into a single
database, so that similarity checking and searching for duplicates can be done.
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You can also export for creating a version 3 database for the ThumbsPlus CDROM Developer Kit. ThumbsPlus version 3 can read ThumbsPlus version 7 export files.

Compacting and Repairing
To compact a database, select File Database Compact. While the database engine will reuse deleted space in a database, such space is not removed
from the file (reclaimed) so that other programs can use it. Compacting a database does return any unused space to the free space on the disk. Compaction
also makes the database faster and more efficient.
Occasionally, a database may become damaged; you may receive strange error
messages, program crashes, or other problems. To repair a database, use File
Database Repair.

Connecting to an ODBC Data Source
ThumbsPlus ships with the Microsoft JET database engine (Access). For some
purposes, including mass quantities of thumbnails, sharing a database on a network, or online backup, you may want to use a different database for the thumbnails. ThumbsPlus database access is written in SQL via the ODBC interface, so
many other ODBC databases can be used. We have tested internally with several databases, and plan to certify several others. For information on supported
client/server databases, please contact Cerious Software or visit our web site at
http://www.cerious.com.
Once you have an ODBC data source available, use File
Connect in order to connect to the database.

Database
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Managing Background Tasks
Many operations you request in ThumbsPlus are performed as background tasks,
so you can continue about your business while the operation completes. The
functions which perform as background tasks are:
· Making selected thumbnails
· Removing selected thumbnails
· Scanning a folder
· Scanning a tree
· Scanning a disk
· Scanning a system
· Batch processing
· Printing a catalog
· Making contact sheets
· Building web pages
While these tasks are running, you will see a line in the Tasks window showing
how far along it is. When a task completes, it will disappear from the list unless it
had errors. If it had errors, you’ll see a red dot next to the task name.

You can look at the errors encountered by a task by right-clicking the task and
picking Show Errors. You can clear all errors for all tasks without looking at them
by picking Clear All Errors. You can also pause, resume and cancel running
tasks. The menu items are also available on the main window, from Image
Task.
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Customizing ThumbsPlus
ThumbsPlus has a wide variety of ways to control its activity appearance. Many
functional items are on the Options Preferences and Options Viewing
menus, and details on the items are available in the Help file.

For purely aesthetic items, look under Options Customize to modify the program colors, toolbar, menus, and the color for info tab items to your liking.
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The list below shows the file types that ThumbsPlus supports. The following pages
have additional details and information about many of them. (P) denotes this format is
supported only in the Pro Edition of ThumbsPlus.
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.AIFF, .AIF, .AU, .SND

Sound files (play only, require Active Movie)

.ASF, .WMV

Windows Media file

.AVI

Video for Windows files

.AWD

Fax format

.BAY (P)

BAY support available as a plug-in

.BMP,.DIB,.RLE

Windows Bitmap files

.CAL

CALS Raster

.CAM

Casio Camera format

.CDR,.PAT,.BMF

CorelDRAW, CorelGALLERY

.CEL

AutoDesk Animator CEL files

.CEX

CEX

.CGM

Computer Graphics Metafile (binary encoding)

.CLP

Windows Clipboard

.CMP

LEAD tools Compressed

.CRW (P)

CRW support available as a plug-in

.CR2 (P)

CR2 support available as a plug-in

.CT

CT-scan files (Raw grayscale)

.CUR,.ANI

Windows Cursor files

.CUT

Dr. Halo files

.DCA

Fax format

.DCR (P)

DCR support available as a plug-in

.DCS (P)

DCS support available as a plug-in

.DCX

Multi-image PCX files

.DXF (P)

AutoCAD Exchange format files

.EPS, .PDF, .PS (P)

Postscript support available as a plug-in

.FAX, .FXD, .FXR

Fax formats

Supported File Types
.FIF

Fractal image files (Iterated Systems, Inc.)

.FPX

FlashPix image files

.FITS,.FTS,.HDR,.LBL

NASA FITS format

.FLC

Autodesk Animator (will thumbnail first frame only)

.G3, .G4 CCITT

Fax formats

.GEM

GEM Metafiles

.GIF

CompuServe Graphics Interchange Format files

.IBM, .MMR, CCIT, 2D

Fax format files

.ICA

IOCA Raw Group 3 (1-D, 2-D) & Group 4 fax formats

.ICL

Icon Library

.ICO

Windows Icon files

.IOCA

Fax format

.IFF,.LBM

Amiga IFF format

.IMG

GEM Image format

.IMQ

NASA Compressed PDS format

.IPL

IPLab files

.J6I

Ricoh Camera format (JPEG with header)

.JPG,.JFI,.JIF,.JPEG

JPEG compressed files (in JFIF format)

.J2K, .JP2, .JPEG 2000

JPEG 2000 files

.KDC

Kodak DC40, DC50 and DC120 digital camera native
files

.KQP

Konica camera native files

.KIZ

Kodak Digital Postcard files

.LZR

Fax format

.MAC

Macintosh Paint files

.MAM

Mammography files (raw grayscale)

.MBM

Psion bitmaps

.MDC (P)

Minolta RD-175 digital camera files

.MIC

Microsoft Image Composer

.MID

Windows MIDI files

.MND,.MNI

Mandelbrot for Windows image files

.MOV

QuickTime Movies

.MP3

MPEG audio file

.MPG

MPEG compressed movies

.MRI

MRI scans

.MRW (P)

Minolta RAW support available as a plug-in

.NAN

Nanoscope files (raw grayscale)

.NEF (P)

NEF support available as a plug-in

.ORF (P)

ORF support available as a plug-in

.PBM, .PGM, .PPM, .PNM

Conversion formats from PBMPlus/NETPBM

.PCX,.PCC

ZSoft Picture files
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.PCD

Kodak PhotoCD files

.PCT,.PICT

Macintosh PICT files (V1, V2, raster, vector)

.PDS

NASA Planetary Data System format

.PEF (P)

PEF support available as a plug-in

.PFB,.PSS

Adobe Type 1 Font files

.PIC

BioRAD Confocal PIC files

.PIC

SoftImage PIC

.PMP

Sony digital camera format (JPEG with header)

.PNG

PiNG format files

.PSD, .PDD

Adobe Photoshop, PhotoDeluxe files

.RAS,.SUN

Sun Raster format

.RAW (P)

RAW support available as a plug-in

.RGB, .SGI

Silicon Graphics RGB files

.SCT

SciTex CT

.SFW

Seattle Filmworks mangle JPEG files

.SRF (P)

SRF support available as a plug-in

.ST4

Santa Barbara Instrument Group (SBIG) files

.STX, .ST5, .ST6, .ST7, .ST8 Santa Barbara Instrument Group (SBIG) files
.TGA,.WIN

Targa Truevision™ files

.TIF,.TIFF

Tagged Image Format files

.TIF (P)

Canon EOS1D TIF support available as a plug-in

.TTF,.TTR

TrueType fonts

.UUE

UUencoded files

.WAV

Windows sound files

.WBM, .WBMP

Wireless BMP files

.WFX

Winfax data files

.WMF,.MF

Windows Metafiles and Placeable Metafiles

.WPG

WordPerfect graphics files

.X3F (P)

X3F support available as a plug-in

.XBM

XWindows bitmap

.XPM

XWindows pixelmap files

.XWD

XWindows screen capture

AVI: Video for Windows
AVI is the standard Windows video format. The registered version of ThumbsPlus
supports playing, viewing, and thumbnailing (any frame) of Video for Windows
files.
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BMP, DIB, RLE: Windows Bitmaps
This is the standard bitmap format supported by Microsoft Windows. ThumbsPlus
supports all color depths (1, 4, 8, 16, 24 or 32 bit), and the compressed (RLE)
formats for 4-bit (RLE4) and 8-bit (RLE8) bitmaps.
BMP files compressed with video codecs or JPEG are not yet supported.
The standard VGA driver does not properly decompress 8-bit compressed BMP
files; for best color viewing (and nicest thumbnails), you should load a 256-color
or higher Windows video driver, which should eliminate this problem.
ThumbsPlus currently writes only uncompressed BMP files.

CAM: Casio Camera files
The CASIO QV series cameras generate CAM files. They are almost standard
JPEG files; however, ThumbsPlus must automagically adjust their aspect ratio
(using rotate/resize) when loading.

CDR, PAT, BMF, CMX: CorelDRAW and
CorelGALLERY
ThumbsPlus can create thumbnails for CDR, PAT and BMF files; however, it can
only extract the preview bitmap from them. There is no internal support for the
proprietary Corel format.
If you have Corel, you can set up CDR and PAT files for external OLE support
(using the File Type Configuration dialog box), which will allow you to create much
nicer thumbnails for them. However, the price is high: Corel is a very slow OLE
server, so it takes much longer to create the thumbnails. Corel files may also be
viewed, printed or copied to the clipboard as metafiles using the OLE support.
CorelGALLERY files (.BMF) can be viewed and thumbnailed via OLE also, as
long as the Corel Gallery program itself is installed. As with the CDR files, OLE is
considerably slower than the internal bitmap support.

CEL: AutoDesk Animator Cel Files
ThumbsPlus supports both the earlier and newer versions of .CEL files. The later
version is a single-frame .FLC file.

CGM: Computer Graphics Metafile
CGM files are vector graphic files useful as clipart. They scale well, and have the
distinction of being the only ANSI standard graphic format. There are many flavors of CGM files; ThumbsPlus supports the most popular for PCs (binary encoding), with the following limitations:
·
Embedded cell arrays (bitmaps) are not supported.
·
New (version 3) extensions, such as Bézier curves, are not supported.
·
Font support is incomplete (but much improved in 3.0e)
·
Rotated (non-orthogonal) ellipses and elliptical arcs are not correctly
rendered.
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·

Hatches are rendered with the closest hatching format available from
Windows.

CUR, ANI: Windows Cursor files
ThumbsPlus can create thumbnails for CUR and ANI files, though no viewing
support is currently available. These files are supported only on Windows 95/98
and Windows NT 4.0/5.0.

DCS: Kodak Professional DCS Camera files
Kodak Professional Digital Cameras (DCS-420, DCS-460, DCS-315, DCS-520
and others) use the DCS format. For unknown reasons, Kodak decided to make
these files TIFF files; but standard TIFF readers cannot access the actual image
information — only the thumbnail is available.
The registered version of ThumbsPlus will properly recognize and decode DCS
images; however, their extension must remain .TIF, as the Kodak library won’t
handle them otherwise.
DCS-460 cameras have a calibration file (.CAL). ThumbsPlus will assume this
file is located in the same directory with THUMBS.EXE. You can specify the
actual location in the THUMBS.INI file, as follows:
[DCS]
WorkingDirectory=directory where .CAL file resides
If this file is not available for a DCS-460 image, the error “PDC Library reports
error #2” will result.

DCX: Multi-image PCX files
The DCX format is a multi-page format for PCX files, generally generated by fax
software. In particular, Intel’s fax software produces DCX files. Using the paging
selections on the Edit menu selections, ThumbsPlus can view any of the images
in a DCX file, and can split the pages into separate files.

DXF: AutoCADTM Exchange Format
The DXF format is defined by AutoDesk, and is the format used for exchanging
AutoCAD and other CAD system files. As opposed to the DWG format, which is
proprietary and constantly changing, the DXF format is published and relatively
stable.

EPS: Encapsulated Postscript
EPS files are Postscript language files, created for Postscript printers.
ThumbsPlus can access only the preview image (which can be in either TIFF or
Windows Metafile format).
Copying this format to the clipboard or otherwise saving or converting it only
accesses this preview; the Postscript contents themselves are not accessed by
ThumbsPlus.
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FIF: Fractal Image files (Iterated Systems, Inc.)
FIF files are compressed using fractal compression, as patented and implemented
by Iterated Systems Inc. ThumbsPlus can decode (read) these files; future support is planned (possibly as an additional cost add-on) for encoding them.

GEM: GEM Metafile
GEM Metafiles are vector graphic files which include drawing commands for
rendering pictures. They are similar to, but less complete than, CGM files. GEM
files originated on the Amiga, and have gone through several enhancement periods.
ThumbsPlus does not claim to support all GEM files at this time; fonts are not
handled very well, and curve support is incomplete. However, the support is sufficient for most clip-art, the most common type of file stored in GEM format.

GIF: CompuServe GIF
CompuServe, an on-line service, developed the GIF format to provide good file
compression and relatively fast decompression speed. GIF is a very popular format for online services, but is limited to a maximum of 256 colors.
Two standards have been developed: 87a and 89a. ThumbsPlus fully supports
the 87a standard, and supports (for viewing) much of the 89a standard, including
multiple images (GIF animations), text blocks and input extensions.
ThumbsPlus can read and write interlaced and transparent GIF files. Transparency (for a specific color) is maintained when the image is saved. Note that if you
modify the colors of the image, you’ll most likely need to select a new transparency color.
ThumbsPlus cannot create or modify multiple-image GIF files, or GIF files with
text or input extensions; only single-image GIF files can be written.
The LZW compression in GIF files is licensed under a patent from Unisys Corporation.

ICO: Windows Icons
ThumbsPlus supports Microsoft Windows icon files, which are associated with
applications for display in Windows Explorer.

IFF, LBM: Amiga and Deluxe Paint
The IFF format is an Amiga image storage format. LBM was created for the
Deluxe Paint package, and is essentially the same as IFF. ThumbsPlus supports
all known IFF and LBM images, including HAM6, HAM8 and masked images.
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JPG, JIF, JFI: JPEG (JFIF) Files
J6I: Ricoh camera (JPEG with header)
The JPEG format was developed to provide a high degree of compression for
images. It is a “lossy” compression method, meaning that some color information
from the original is lost. When saving JPEG files, ThumbsPlus allows you to
specify the intended quality of the image. Several other formats, including .J6I
(Ricoh camera) and .PMP (Sony camera) are standard JFIF files with a header.
ThumbsPlus can usually locate the JFIF header and process these files.
JPEG is generally appropriate for photographed or scanned images, and works
best for 24-bit sources. JPEG is generally inappropriate for any type of line-drawn
art.
The JFIF specification describes a standard way to incorporate JPEG images in
disk files; only JFIF images are supported by ThumbsPlus. Some software (notably GIF2JPG, by Handmade Software), writes non-JFIF files which ThumbsPlus
cannot handle.
ThumbsPlus incorporates the Independent JPEG Group’s source code (release
6). This includes support for reading and writing progressive JPEG files.
Lossless JPEG is not currently supported. For lossless storage of 24-bit images,
use TIFF, Targa, BMP, or PCX.
ThumbsPlus allows several loading options for JPEG files. When using a 256color display, the JPEG file may be reduced to 256 colors during loading. This is
not recommended if the image is going to be edited; too much color information is
lost with dithering. See JPEG Load Options.
IPTC/NAA information, stored by Adobe Photoshop and other software, can be
extracted from JPEG files and displayed in File | Properties • Info. ThumbsPlus
retains the information if the file is written or converted to TIFF format.

J2K, JP2: JPEG 2000 files
JPEG 2000 is a standard file format for image compression produced by the ISO
which defines a set of lossless (bit-preserving) and lossy compression methods
for coding continous-tone, bi-level, gray scale, or color digital still images. Why
another image format? JPEG 2000 delivers a high degree of control of quality
while yielding excellent compression results.

KDC: Kodak DC40,50 and 120 Native Camera Images
KDC files contain the native image format for DC-40, DC-50 and DC-120 Kodak
cameras. ThumbsPlus uses libraries provided by Kodak to read these files.
Image information (exposure time, F-stop, etc.) are available both as comments
of the image in the view window (Edit | Edit Comments), and are displayed as
file details in the File | Properties dialog. Different DC camera models provide
different information.
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KIZ: Kodak Postcard files
Kodak postcards (KIZ) files are uuencoded HTML text and JPEG images.
ThumbsPlus loads only the JPEG image contained in the file; the HTML and
other information is ignored.

KQP: Konica Camera files
Konica camera files (.KQP) are mangled JPEG files. We have very few samples,
but ThumbsPlus handles all that we have.

MIC: Microsoft Image Composer
Microsoft Image Composer files are generated by the Image Composer program.
Microsoft will not release specifications for this format, so we had to figure it out
ourselves.
ThumbsPlus can read all MIC files that I’ve encountered; however, I have no way
of knowing if my knowledge of their format is complete.
Notes:
·
·
·
·

All IC sprites are flattened into a single image (alpha channels are processed during the flattening).
Sprite gamma values (which cause numerous color-matching problems in IC itself) are ignored.
For quick identification purposes, the file extension of MIC files must
be .MIC.
For best viewing and thumbnailing, set your monitor gamma using the
main menu selection Options | Viewing • Monitor Gamma, and set
the default MIC gamma to 1.0 by using the view menu selection View |
Assumed Gamma.

MID: Windows MIDI Music files
ThumbsPlus can play .MID files if you double-click them. The playing will cease
when the MIDI file completes or you press the [Esc] key.
The thumbnail generated for a .MID file is simply the icon of the application associated with the file in Windows Explorer.

MND, MNI: Mandelbrot for Windows images
Mandelbrot for Windows is another Cerious Software product, which generates
Mandelbrot set fractals. The files generated by this program may be thumbnailed
and viewed in ThumbsPlus.
MNI files contain information about generating the image only, but may contain a
preview bitmap. ThumbsPlus can extract this preview.

MOV: QuickTime for Windows
MOV is the standard Macintosh video format.
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The registered version of ThumbsPlus supports playing, viewing and manual
thumbnailing (from any frame) of QuickTime files. ThumbsPlus cannot make
thumbnails automatically (first-frame) of MOV files unless they include a JPEG
preview (which is becoming more common).
Apple QuickTime for Windows must be loaded on the system to play MOV files.
MOV files must be flattened to play on Windows. This means that the Macintosh
resource and data file forks must be combined into a single file.
To play and thumbnail MOV files on Windows 95, you must load the 16-bit version of QuickTime (Windows 95 only supports 16-bit MCI drivers). If you wish to
use the 32-bit QuickTime movie player, you can also load 32-bit QuickTime.

MPG: MPEG compressed video (R)
MPEG video files are compressed video files supported by many newer video
cards and display drivers. ThumbsPlus requires an MCI-compliant MPEG driver
to support these files; several are available on CompuServe, AOL or the Internet
(i.e., SoftPEG). The best one we’ve seen is Xing Technologies’ MPEG decoder.
As of this writing, these MPEG decoders do not provide MCI drivers: VMPEG,
MpegPlay.

PCD: Kodak PhotoCD Images
Kodak PhotoCD files are a proprietary format developed by Kodak for photographic image storage. They are generally located on CD-ROM only, due to their
extremely large size. They may be loaded at various resolutions.
ThumbsPlus can load at any of the following resolutions:
·
Base/64 (96x64)
·
Base/16 (192x128)
·
Base/4 (384x256)
·
Base (768x512)
·
Base*4 (1536x1024)
·
Base*16 (3072x2048)
·
Base*64 (6144x4096)
There are some shortcut keys for selecting the display resolution on the fly: hold
the following keys while double-clicking to cause the picture to load at specific
resolutions:
CTRL:
ALT:
CTRL+ALT:

Base * 4 (1536 x 1024)
Base / 4 (384 x 256)
Base (768 x 512)

ThumbsPlus can load as either Truecolor, 8-bit palette or as grayscale images.
Use the main menu selection Options | File Loading • Photo CD to select the
desired size and color depth for loading PhotoCD files.
Encrypted and watermarked images are supported - ThumbsPlus will request
the password when such an image is requested at an encrypted or watermarked
size.
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PCT, PICT: Macintosh PICT format
The PICT format is the Macintosh’s native drawing format (similar to WMF on
Windows). ThumbsPlus supports version 1, version 2 and version 2 extended
formats. Vector (drawing) commands are handled as well as images. When
ThumbsPlus recognizes that a PICT file has only raster information, the file is
loaded as a bitmap; otherwise, it is loaded as a metafile.
There are some commands in PICT files that are not handled, or not supported
completely. We will continue to improve support for PICT over the next few releases.

PCX, PCC: ZSoft Picture
PCX and PCC files are a fairly early PC graphic format, which has been extended
over the years to support more and varied color depths. PCX files may or may not
be compressed; ThumbsPlus always writes version 5, compressed PCX files, in
the color depth of the current image. ThumbsPlus does support 24-bit (3-planes
x 8-bits per pixel) PCX files.
Note: The only known PCX format not supported by ThumbsPlus is 2-plane
CGA files (4 color). These files may be supported in the future if there is sufficient interest.

PFB, PSS: Adobe Type 1 Font
PFB files are Adobe Type 1 Font files. ThumbsPlus handles them similarly to
TrueType fonts (TTF), and the same settings apply.

PNG: PiNG format
PNG files are based a new graphics specification that provides for excellent
lossless compression without any patented technology. Unlike GIF, which requires royalties to Unisys Corp., PNG is royalty free.
ThumbsPlus can read and write PiNG files, though transparency and interlacing
options are not yet supported. ThumbsPlus will use the image gamma in PNG
files, and will write the Assumed Gamma properly as well. To use gamma adjustment, you’ll need to set your monitor’s gamma using Options | Viewing | Monitor Gamma.

PSD, PDD: Adobe Photoshop
PSD files are the native format used by Adobe Photoshop. There are various
“flavors” of PSD files; ThumbsPlus can read most of them (as of Photoshop 6.0),
with the following known limitations:
·
Only the first channel of multi-channel PSD files is loaded (as grayscale).
·
Duotone files are loaded as grayscale.
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Version 3 and 4 Photoshop files are viewed and thumbnailed as they were last
viewed in Photoshop. Version 2.5 compatibility mode must be set in Photoshop
when saving the files (Photoshop’s menu: File | Preferences | General | More).
Setting compatibility mode does not eliminate the availability of any version 3, 4 or
5 features, but makes the files somewhat larger (to accommodate the extra image information).
In Photoshop 5.0, the option has been renamed Include Composited Image with
Layered Files, and is in File | Preferences | Saving Files.
We may provide full Photoshop support at some point in the future (layers, channels, etc.).

RAS: Sun Raster
Sun Raster files are a popular image format for SUN UNIX systems. They can
contain either color-mapped (256-color) or truecolor images.
Many packages write the colors reversed (Red for Blue, Blue for Red), without
setting the appropriate flag in the header. You can use Image | Colors | Swap Red
and Blue from the view window menu to correct such files.

RAW: Raw Grayscale or RGB
ST4: Santa Barbara Instruments Group
CT scan, Mammography, MRI and Nanoscope
ThumbsPlus can handle a wide variety of raw grayscale or RGB files, including:
· 8-bit grayscale
· 16-bit grayscale (Intel or Motorola byte order)
· 24-bit RGB (RGB or BGR order)
· 32-bit RGBA (RGBA, ARGB, BGRA or ABGR order)
Several types are internally defined and automatically recognized (they need not
be defined in the Raw Types); however, you may need to set up file extensions in
Options | Preferences | File Types:
CT scan:
MRI scan:
Nanoscope:
Mammography:
SBIG/ST4:

256 x 256 x 16-bit gray
256 x 256 x 16-bit gray
512 x 512 x 16-bit gray
512 x 512 x 16-bit gray
192 x 165 x 8-bit gray

ThumbsPlus can skip areas at the beginning or end of the file, and can replicate
image scan lines (some medical imaging programs store only every other scan
line). You use the main menu selection Options | File Loading | Raw to configure raw file types.
Note: In order for ThumbsPlus to recognize a file as a defined raw type, the
image information must be defined so that the file size matches the “expected file
size” as described above.

RGB, SGI: Silicon Graphics Image files
These files are generated by Silicon Graphics workstations. ThumbsPlus handles
uncompressed, compressed, color and grayscale SGI files.
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SFW: Seattle FilmWorks Mangled JPEG files
Instead of either (1) using an existing, non-proprietary format, or (2) creating their
own proprietary image format, Seattle FilmWorks chose to take an existing, nonproprietary format and mangle it to confuse most software. I suspect that this
decision was made either by SFW management, or by a 14-year-old software
developer.
Unfortunately, their PhotoWorks software is not useful enough to many of their
users, who have begged for SFW file support in ThumbsPlus. With some leads
provided by Ed Hamrick (of VuePrint fame) and some additional tinkering and
hacking, I was able to add support for the files.

STX, ST5, ST6, ST7, ST8: Santa Barbara Instruments Group (SBIG)
Santa Barbara Instruments Group manufactures and sells digital CCD cameras
for astronomy. The camera software produces these formats. ThumbsPlus can
load both grayscale and color image; for 16-bit grayscale, ThumbsPlus uses the
range of pixels as last viewed or processed by SBIG software.
Note: The older .ST4 format files may be defined as 192 x 165 8-bit grayscale
raw files, with a 192 byte skip at the end of the file.

TGA, WIN: Targa Truevision™
ThumbsPlus supports 8-bit, 16-bit and 24-bit Targa files. The more recent Targa
extensions (including the “Developer Area”) are not yet supported, but planned
for a subsequent release.
The alpha channel information not currently retained or processed.
ThumbsPlus saves TGA files at the appropriate color depth for the graphic; 4-bit
(16-color) files are promoted to 8-bit Targa files.

TIF: Tagged Image File Format
Several companies developed the Tagged Image Format, including Aldus and
Silicon Graphics, to be the be-all and end-all of image file formats. Because of its
scope and extensibility, it is an extremely complex format that no single product
can support completely.
The known TIFF formats not currently handled by ThumbsPlus are:
·
·

Images with proprietary color formats.
Alpha channels (extra samples) are discarded when reading.

The following compression methods and special-interest formats are supported:
·

·
·
·
·

Multi-image TIFFs (Using the paging selections on the Edit menu selections, ThumbsPlus can view any of the images in a multi-image TIFF
file, and can split the pages into separate files.)
Tiled TIFFs
CCITT RLE, Group 3, and Group 4 Fax compression
Packbits, Thunderscan and Next compression
LZW compression
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·
·
·
·
·
·

Motorola (MM) format
JPEG compression (post TIFF 6.0 format)
ZIP “deflate” mode compression
CMYK TIFFs
CIE L*a*b colorspace TIFF files
16-bit grayscale and 48-bit color TIFF files

ThumbsPlus writes uncompressed TIFFs, or compressed via CCITT Group 3 or
4 FAX, Packbits, JPEG, ZIP, or LZW.
IPTC/NAA information, stored by Adobe Photoshop and other software, can be
extracted from TIFF files and displayed in Picture | Properties | Info. ThumbsPlus retains the information if the file is written or converted to JPEG format.

TTF, TTR: TrueType fonts
ThumbsPlus can thumbnail, install, and remove TrueType fonts.
The default format of the thumbnail is to show the font name in the font itself. The
text in the thumbnail may be changed using the main menu selection Options |
File Loading | Fonts.
When removing fonts with ThumbsPlus, the TTF file is removed from the
Windows\Fonts system directory (and the Window’s registry is updated). If
you are browsing the Windows\Fonts folder directly, you may not want to remove fonts unless you know you have a copy elsewhere.

UUE, 001: UUencoded graphics
UUE files are graphics that have been encoded for 7-bit transmission using the
‘uuencode’ method. These files are very popular on the Internet, especially in the
Usenet Newsgroups. ThumbsPlus supports single and multi-part UUE files; multipart files must have an extension indicating the part number (i.e., File.001, File.002,
File.003). Only the .001 (or .UUE) file needs to be in the file list; the other parts
will be automatically referenced when needed during decoding.
There are several loading options for UUE files, which include the capability to
decode to a specific directory and to remove the original file. See Options | File
Loading | UUdecode.

WAV: Windows sound files
WAV files are the standard Windows sound format. ThumbsPlus can play them
when they are double-clicked. You can stop playing by pressing ESC.
The thumbnail generated for WAV files is simply the icon of the application associated with them in File Manager or Explorer.

WMF, MF: Windows Metafile
The Windows Metafile format is the standard Windows format for storing vector
and metafile graphics. It is quite powerful, as anything that can be drawn on the
screen or printed on a printer can be stored in a metafile. It does, however, lack
several rather rudimentary graphics primitives, such as Bézier curves and nonorthogonal ellipses.
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ThumbsPlus can read and write Windows metafiles; vector graphics are also
passed to and from the clipboard in this format.
Also, using OLE to load or thumbnail proprietary formats most often uses Windows Metafiles as the format for transfer of the picture of the file.

WPG: Word Perfect Graphics
WPG files are a vector (metafile) format that WordPerfect Corporation developed for use with its word processing products. Like other formats, WPG has
evolved over the years.
ThumbsPlus supports both the original WPG (WPG1) and new (WPG2) formats for graphics; some charting and textual items aren’t supported in WPG1,
and the following are not supported in WPG2:
·
Poly B-Splines.
·
Complex polygons (components are rendered and filled separately).
·
Object group rotation, skew, taper and translation.
·
Text items are partially handled.
·
Bitmaps are not rotated, skewed or tapered.
·
Gradient fills are partially supported.
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DDE Commands
ThumbsPlus responds to several DDE commands. Many of these require parameters, which are enclosed in parentheses after the command name. A program (TPCMD) is available http://www.cerious.com/faq_dde.shtml that you can
use to execute these DDE commands from a command prompt or BAT file.

Acquire
Syntax:

Acquire(source)

Abbreviation:

A(source)

Locates the specified TWAIN source and performs a TWAIN Acquire operation.

BatchProcess
Syntax:

BatchProcess(set-name;output-path;input-path;selection-option;filemask;output-type;overwrite-flag;subdir-flag)

Abbreviation:

Z(set-name;output-path;input-path;selection-option;filemask;output-type;overwrite-flag;subdir-flag)

This function executes a defined batch process.

Close
Syntax:

Close(filename)

Abbreviation:

C(filename)

This function closes any view window for the file specified.

Convert
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Syntax:

Convert(format;extension;retain-comments;reset-date;formatoptions;output-path)

Abbreviation:

N(format;extension;retain-comments;reset-date;formatoptions;output-path)
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This function converts any selected files to the specified format. For GIF, TIFF
and JPEG formats, you may specify various options. Files with the same name
are overwritten.
You can also specify whether comments should be retained or dropped, and set
the converted files' creation time to that of the original.

CopyClipboard
Syntax:

CopyClipboard(filename)

Abbreviation:

B(filename)

Copies the currently-selected file or a specific file to the clipboard. If a file is
specified, the directory tree and file list are positioned, and the file becomes selected.

Exit
Syntax:

Exit()

Abbreviation:

X()

This function closes ThumbsPlus.

Export Thumb
Syntax:

ExportThumb(type;extension;path)

Abbreviation:

E(type;extension;path)

Extracts all selected files’ thumbnails as images and saves them to files.
Example:
ExportThumb(jpg;any;C:\Exported\JPEGs)

Find
Syntax:

Find(keyword-list)

Abbreviation:

F(keyword-list)

Finds files associated with particular keywords. The keyword-list is formatted as
follows:
[how]keyword1;keyword2;…
‘How’ is a single character to indicate whether all (‘&’), any (‘|’), or most (‘*’) keywords must match. For example:
Find(“&raster;.jpg;truecolor”)
Find(“*raster;truecolor;palette”)
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Keyword
Syntax:

Keyword(keyword-list|filename)

Abbreviation:

K(keyword-list|filename)

This command assigns keywords to or removes keywords from a file.
The keyword list is separated by semicolons; each keyword may be preceded by
a ‘-’ or ‘+’ to indicate that the keyword should be removed or added. The default is
to add.
Example:
Keyword(“+large;+dog;+animal;-cat|c:\images\animals\dog.jpg”)

LocateFile
Syntax:

LocateFile(filename)

Abbreviation:

L(filename)

This function locates a file. The folder list is positioned at the file’s folder, and the
file itself is selected. You can use a file mask to specify a set of files to select; for
example:
LocateFile(C:\Temp\*.*)

MakeThumb
Syntax:

MakeThumb(filename)

Abbreviation:

M(filename)

This function creates thumbnails for a specific file or a set of files. The filename
parameter is optional; if not specified, thumbnails are made for any currently
selected files. Like LocateFile, this command will accept a mask for the file name.
The directory list will be repositioned if the file is in a different directory from the
current one.

Open
Syntax:

Open(filename)

Alternate:

FileOpen(filename)

Abbreviation:

O(filename)

This command opens a specific file in a view window. The current folder position
and file selections are not modified by this command, and this command does
not accept a file mask.
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OpenDB
Syntax:

OpenDB(filename)

Abbreviation:

DB(filename)

This command closes the currently-open ThumbsPlus database and opens another.

OpenDir
Syntax:

OpenDir(path)

Abbreviation:

D(path)

This command positions the ThumbsPlus folder list in a specific folder.

Print
Syntax:

Print(filename)

Abbreviation:

P(filename)

This command prints a specific file. The current directory position and file selections are not modified by this command, and it does not accept a file mask.

RefreshTree
Syntax:

RefreshTree()

Abbreviation:

T()

This command causes ThumbsPlus to re-read the directory tree, allowing updates from other programs to be visible. It’s also useful as a DDE command to
initialize the tree when ThumbsPlus is started minimized (ThumbsPlus does not
read the tree by default until the main window is visible — this improves performance when the “simple” DDE commands are used, such as Open and Print).

RemoveThumb
Syntax:

RemoveThumb(filename)

Abbreviation:

R(filename)

Removes the thumbnail from the currently selected file, or from a specific file.
This also removes any associated keywords.

RemoveTree
Syntax:

RemoveTree(path;option)

Abbreviation:

V(path;option)

Removes thumbnails from the current tree, or from a specific path.
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ScanTree
Syntax:

ScanTree(path;option)

Abbreviation:

S(path;option)

This operation scans the current or a specific directory tree, creating thumbnails.

Show Files
Syntax:

ShowFiles(mask)

Abbreviation:

SF(mask)

This function locates a file. The thumbnail view is positioned at the file's folder,
and the file itself is selected. You can use a file mask to specify a set of files to
select; for example: LocateFile(C:\Temp\*.*)

ShowWindow
Syntax:

ShowWindow(flag)

Abbreviation:

SW(flag)

This function shows or hides the main ThumbsPlus window. If flag is '1' the
window is shown; '0' the window is minimized.

SlideShow
Syntax:

SlideShow(path)

Abbreviation:

W(path)

This function runs a slide show from the current directory (if no path is specified),
or in a specified directory. If a directory is specified, the directory list is repositioned in that directory.

UpdateDir
Syntax:

UpdateDir(path)

Syntax:

UpdateAll(path)

Abbreviation:

U(path)

This function updates all thumbnails in the current directory (if no path is specified), or in a specified directory. If a directory is specified, the directory list is
repositioned in that directory.
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WebPages
Syntax:

WebPages(scheme-name;output-path;input-path;selectionoption;wait-flag)

Abbreviation:

WP(scheme-name;output-path;input-path;selection-option;waitflag)

Executes a defined Web Page Wizard scheme.
Parameters:
scheme-name This value can be any web page wizard scheme name defined in
ThumbsPlus.
Optional Parameters (If omitted, ThumbsPlus will use the settings from the specified scheme):
output-path The complete folder path where ThumbsPlus will create the generated HTML and graphics files.

input-path

The complete folder path where ThumbsPlus will look for the
input files.

selection-option 0 - Selected files
wait-flag

1 - Current folder

WAIT - Wait for web page task to complete before returning.
(empty) - Do not wait for task completion - return immediately.

Examples:
WebPages(ALASKA) Calls the WebPage Wizard scheme named ALASKA, using all scheme settings.
WebPages(VACATION;C:\WebPages\Vacation;D:\Images\Vacation;1;WAIT)
Calls the scheme VACATION with the specified overrides.
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Standalone Installation
If you plan to install ThumbsPlus individually on several workstations without access to a common network, then simply install on each computer directly from
the CD-ROM.
The installation script first asks for a user name and code; these are provided
with the ThumbsPlus license that was shipped with the product.
Should you later network these systems, you’ll be able to share databases between the machines as long as you enter the name and code properly. Please
see the section ThumbsPlus License Codes on page 5 for information on verifying the license code.

Network Distribution
For a network distribution, you will copy the contents of the installation CD to the
network. Then, each individual user can run the TPSETUP.EXE program from
their machine. You’ll have to provide each user with the license information (user
name and code) to enter during the installation, or you may want to install the
software yourself on the users’ computers.
The preparation for network distribution is simple:
1. Create a directory on the network server for the installation files.
2. From the CD-ROM, copy TPSETUP.EXE into the directory you created in
step 1.
3. Make sure the directory and files are readable by the users who will be installing ThumbsPlus.
Here’s an example using DOS commands. It assumes that the F: drive is a network drive, and that D: is the CD-ROM drive.
C:\> MKDIR F:\THUMBSPL
C:\> COPY D:\RELEASE\TPSETUP.EXE F:\THUMBSPL
Now, to install on each workstation, just run F:\THUMBSPL\TPSETUP.EXE (the
drive letter may be different depending on your network drive mappings).

Network Server
Network server installation is the most versatile and convenient for local area
networks with several or many users. When you install ThumbsPlus onto the
server, you must enter your user name, registration code and number of users.
These are printed on the ThumbsPlus license included in your shipment. If you’re
installing onto a network drive, ThumbsPlus will automatically generate the proper
configuration for quick and easy installation onto network clients.
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Steps required for ThumbsPlus Network Server installation:
Install ThumbsPlus on the server
1. Use the following command to start setup for the server:
D:\RELEASE\TPSETUP /NETWORK
This will cause the setup script to create a sub-directory of the installation
directory that will contain system files that should be loaded on each client
machine.
2. Enter your user name, code and number of users when prompted by the installation script.
3. Select a drive for the installation. This drive must be shared for client access to
the network installation.

Verify the user name, code and number of users
This will ensure the installation will operate correctly on the users’ machines.

Set up file sharing and security appropriately
The executable files should be made read-only on the server so users cannot
modify them. Other files may be made read-only or read-write based on your
preferences; you can use your network security capabilities to set each file appropriately for the classes of users.
If you plan to implement a shared database, create it by running ThumbsPlus
(which automatically creates a thumbnail database called Thumbs.td4 in the installation directory). All user accounts that need to be able to access and write to
this database properly must have full read and write permissions set for both the
database file (thumbs.td4) and the directory where the database resides.
Note: If you are scanning your drives locally on the network server for a shared
database, you should first share the local drive, map the new share as a network
drive, and then scan the newly mapped network drive. The client(s) should map
the same network server share that was originally thumbnailed. This ensures the
scanned volume type will appear as a network volume to users accessing the
ThumbsPlus database.

Install links or icons for ThumbsPlus on each client machine
By using the /NETWORK parameter when running TPSETUP.EXE, you caused
ThumbsPlus to install some additional files in the Thumbs directory. These should
be used to set up each client machine. The NetUser command performs the
following functions:
1. Installs the necessary system DLLs for ThumbsPlus
2. Adds the registry keys with license code and file association information.
3. Adds Start Menu shortcuts for ThumbsPlus and its help file.
Network clients can use Explorer to locate and run netuser.exe created by the
installation program, or you can use Start | Run to do so.
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We designed ThumbsPlus to be able to work with most ODBC-compliant Client/
Server database systems. We will certify and test additional databases as requested by customers. This section gives an overview of the steps required for
placing a ThumbsPlus database on a Microsoft SQL Server 6.5, 7.0, or 2000
database. We highly recommend using SQL Server 2000 over 6.5 or 7.0.

Creating and Configuring the Database
We have included scripts for three databases with the multi-user ThumbsPlus
package:
For MS SQL Server 6.5:
For MS SQL Server 7.0:
For MS SQL Server 2000:
For Sybase ASA:
Foy MySQL:

thumbs_mssql.sql
thumbs_mssql7.sql
thumbs_mssql2000.sql
thumbs_asa.sql
thumbs_mysql.sql

Use these scripts to create the ThumbsPlus database on Microsoft SQL Server
6.5 and 7.0, and on Sybase SQL Anywhere (Adaptive Server Anywhere) after
modifying to fit your needs. Some modifications you may want to consider are:
· Creating users with different privileges. (The script creates an alias for dbo
called ThumbsUser.)
· Creating the database and Allocating appropriate storage for it. (Or you may
wish to use SQL Enterprise Manager to do this, before running the script.)
· Changing the parameters of the database. The table DatabaseInfo, with a
single row, holds these settings.
Important: When creating a database for SQL Server 7.0, be sure to turn the
option ANSI_NULLS off for ThumbsPlus to work properly.

DatabaseInfo
thumbnail_width

The width of thumbnails in the database

thumbnail_height

The height of thumbnails in the database

thumbnail_type
An encoded value indicating the thumbnail color:
3 - 32 levels of gray (5 bits per thumbnail pixel)
4 - 236 colors (palette - 8 bits per thumbnail pixel)
5 - 32767 colors (highcolor - 16 bits per thumbnail pixel)
6 - 16 million color (truecolor - 24 bits per thumbnail pixel)
Compress
How thumbnails are compressed:
0 - No compression
2 - LZH compression (preferred)
> 25 - JPEG compression
Alias
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Creating an ODBC Datasource for the Database
In order to access the ThumbsPlus SQL Server database, you will need to configure an ODBC data source for the database. You can configure either a System
DSN or a File DSN. Use the ODBC applet in the Control Panel to configure the
data source. Your screens may differ somewhat depending on your operating
system and version of ODBC.

On the System DSN tab, click Add.

Select SQL Server from the list of available drivers.

Enter a Data Source Name and a Description. Select the Server where the
database resides. Click Next to show additional options or Finish.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Will you support AOL ART files?
AOL .ART files are supported only when a version of Internet Explorer that can render
and display these files is also installed on the computer.

Why can’t I read the GIF and JPEG files downloaded from
AOL?
Depending on how you have your WWW Graphic Preferences set you may be saving
all files in the ART format. To stop the saving of images in ART format in the future,
from the AOL menu at screen top select: Members Set Preferences WWW. If
Compressed Graphics is turned on, click on Uncompressed Graphics. This may
cause some images on the WWW to load slightly slower (actually, at their normal
speed) but will allow you to save the files in their native formats.

How do I make a screen shot?
Hold down the ALT button and press the Print Screen button in the upper right hand
corner of the keyboard. This will copy to the clipboard a screen shot of the active
window. If you want a screen shot of the entire screen, just press the Print Screen
button without holding down the ALT button. Once you have copied the screen shot to
the clipboard, go into ThumbsPlus and go to Edit Paste. This will paste the screen
shot into a ThumbsPlus view window. In the view window, go to File Save As to
name and save the file.

What is the difference between a comment and an annotation?
Comments: These are actually data within the image file. GIF, PNG, JPG and TIF files
support comment tags. Bring the file into a view window and Edit Add Comments,
then re-save the file. You can add/edit a file comment without re-saving the file by right
clicking on the thumbnail, and then going to Quick Process Modify File Info on
the pop-up menu. Turning on Show comments when available in (Options Viewing Other) will force ThumbsPlus to show the comment when viewing the file
Annotations: These are tags in the ThumbsPlus database file. Use this selection to
enter or change a comment in the database about the file. The file must have a thumbnail to be able to save an annotation and keywords can not be created from annotations. To add annotations right click the thumbnail and go to Thumbnail Annotate.
This will allow you to add annotations in the details box. These annotations will not
show up in the comment box.
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ThumbsPlus can import file comments automatically as the thumbnail annotations
(Options
Preferences
Thumbnails). If there is an annotation already, then
ThumbsPlus will not add the additional comments to the annotation.

How can I view Corel PhotoPaint CPT files from version 7 or
later?
Prior to Corel PhotoPaint 7, CPT files were TIFF files, and ThumbsPlus can read
these older files directly. Since version 7, Corel has used a proprietary and undocumented format. However, you can configure ThumbsPlus to read these files using
OLE, as long as PhotoPaint is properly installed on the machine. From Options
Preferences File Types, select the CPT entry (it’s listed under the TIF entry), and
modify it as follows:

How does resolution (DPI) affect my images?
Resolution usually specifies how an image was generated; for example, if it was scanned
in, the resolution tells how many dots (pixels) per inch (DPI) or dots per centimeter
(DPC) were used in the scanning process.
Resolution may also specify a recommended size for output; for example, an image
that is 600 by 600 pixels may be specified at 300 DPI to print as 2 inches by 2 inches
(600 dots / 300 dpi = 2 inches). Some page layout and word processing programs use
the DPI to size a graphic when pasted from the clipboard or loaded from a file.
Regardless of how resolution is obtained, it has no effect on the actual disk size of the
file. The disk size depends solely on the dimensions of the image in pixels, the file
format, and the compression amount.
ThumbsPlus retains the resolution for file types that support it, and converts to the
units for file types it saves in. ThumbsPlus itself does not use the resolution at all
except for printing purposes.
You can change the resolution of an image without resaving the file by right clicking on
the thumbnail, and then going to Quick Process Modify File Info on the pop-up
menu.
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How can I change the association of my files from another
progam to ThumsbPlus?
Go to Options Preferences File Types and check the option Associate Selected Types with ThumbsPlus. You can also do this if ThumbsPlus is opening
multiple copies when viewing files from outside of the program.

How do I specify what editor to use to open files?
There are several ways to do this. First is to configure the editor for any file types in
Options Preferences File Types. You can select Association to use the current
Windows file association for the type, or enter an actual command to run an editing
program.
You can also create toolbar buttons for external programs, so you can pick which editor
to use on the fly. Use Options
Customize
Toolbar, then click the External
Program button to configure an external program.

Why can I not make thumbnails of files on floppies or removable disks?
Because ThumbsPlus uses unique volume labels in order to store thumbnail files in
the thumbnail database, giving each floppy disk a unique label should solve your problem.
Highlight the floppy drive, and go to File Volumes Label Disk. After assigning a
label, you should be able to create thumbnails. After taking the floppy from the drive,
you will see a picture of a disk (and label name) in the Offline Floppies folder within
ThumbsPlus. Now anytime you double-click on one of these “offline” thumbnails,
ThumbsPlus will prompt you to insert the proper disk.

I’m having trouble printing from ThumbsPlus.
Usually downloading and installing the latest drivers for your printer willt ake care of
any problems you are having. You can download the newest drivers from the
manufacturer’s web site. After installing the new drivers, set the prnter as the default
printer.
Go to Options Preferences Advanced and turn on/off Disable Banded Printing. If this does not help, follow the instructions below.
For any large print jobs, such as batch printing in ThumbsPlus (especially to inkjet
printers, which eat disk space like candy), it can be quite helpful to modify the printer
settings. These instructions are for Windows 95:
1. Start

Settings

Printer

2. Right-click the printer, pick Properties.
3. From the Details tab, pick Spool Settings.
4. Click Print directly to the printer.
5. Set Spool data format to RAW.
You may want to experiment with just setting 5 (and leaving spooling on), and try Start
printing after first page is spooled as well.
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These options should reduce enormously the amount of disk space required for printing, and should enable you to batch print many images, or large catalogs, without
running out of disk space or receiving unexpected errors.
Also, because inkjet printer drivers generate their own temporary files (unrelated to the
spool files), when they run out of disk space, the error is often not reported properly to
the printing program.
The temporary disk space is not required or allocated by ThumbsPlus, but by the
Windows 95 Print Manager (spooling system), and sometimes by the printer drivers
themselves.
Printing to a file bypasses the Print Manager and writes printer data directly to a disk
file. Two other options are available in the Printer Setup Details Spool Settings
that can reduce the disk space required when printing to a printer:
1. Select “Print data directly to printer.” This bypasses print manager entirely and requires only about as much disk space as is required for a single page. However, the
program will continue running just about as long as printing is occurring.
2. Spool data format - select RAW instead of EMF. This often makes printing faster,
and requires less disk space as well.
With spool settings of Spool print jobs so program finishes printing faster and
Spool data format of EMF, Windows may require 4 to 10 times as much disk space
as printing to a file!

Why do my web page thumbnails have extra extensions
(_jpg.jpg)?
ThumbsPlus creates these redundant extensions because of previous reports when
users had both gif and jpg images in the same directory with the same name, causing
a duplicate thumbnail name.
We plan to add the option to exclude the file extension in the web page thumbnails in a
future version of ThumbsPlus.

What is the format of the ThumbsPlus database?
ThumbsPlus uses an Access database to store thumbnails, keywords, galleries, and
user-defined fields. In order to provide appropriate access to the original files in many
enviroments (local disks, CDs, floppies, ZIP/JAZ, network drives), ThumbsPlus uses
the following 3 tables:
Volume -- Stores information about each volume (disk or other media) for which
thumbnails have been made. By organizing images this way, T+ avoids problems
with absolute paths and drive letters, which are likely to change for many reasons.
Path -- Stores information about each path (on each volume) where thumbnails
have been made.
Thumbnail -- Stores file and image information, the thumbnail data, annotations,
and image metrics.
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How many thumbnails can ThumbsPlus store in a single
database?
There is no practical limit to the number of thumbnails that can be stored - the database is limited to an entire size of 2Gbs. Each thumbnail requires about 4-5K depending on the thumbnail size and color depth set at Options Preferences Thumbnails. To decrease the amount of memory each thumbnail requires, make the thumbnail dimensions smaller, set the color depth to High or True Color, remake your thumbnails and compact the database File Database Compact. You can also set the
database to use JPEG thumbnails, File Database JPEG Compress. This has
been known to reduce database size by up to 75%. We have tested with databases of
over 100,000 thumbnails without experiencing significant speed problems. If you are
running a SQL database, there is no limit to the database size.

Can I save my ThumbsPlus database onto a CD?
Yes, please see our online support at http://www.cerious.com/faq_move.shtml or write
to support@cerious.com for instructions.

What’s the best format for storing grayscale or color photographic images?
If you plan to edit, crop or adjust them, we recommend storing in LZW TIFF format.
This format is widely supported and provides good compression. Storing with separate
color channels sometimes improves the compression ratio, but is not supported by all
applications. For compatibility with applications that do not support LZW TIFF, we
recommend PackBits compressed TIFF or Targa.
If your image is “final form,” and you do not intend to edit it further, JPEG is a reasonable option for storage. It offers excellent compression, but there is some loss of image
accuracy associated with it. We recommend a quality setting of between 70 and 90
with a smotthing setting of 0.

What’s the best format for storing drawn image files of 256
colors or less?
GIF or TIFF work well for these. Targa, PCX and BMP can also be used; BMP loads
the fastest but is not compressed.

What’s the best format for storing bi-level (bi-tonal, monochrome) image files?
We prefer TIFF with CCITT Group 4 compression.

How can I force images that view larger than the screen to
be reduced enough to fit the entire image on the screen?
Go to Options
Viewing
Window and select Reduce to Window under the
Initial Stretching heading. For slide shows, go to Options Viewing Slide Show
and select Reduce Bitmaps to Screen.
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Why do my GIF files look bad when converted to JPEG?
The JPEG format is designed to compress real-world 24-bit color images. GIF files
have already been reduced (usually by dithering) to 256-color (8-bit), so most of the
original color information is lost. When they are converted to JPEG, the sharp transitions between neighboring pixels are not handled very well. The Smoothing option in
the Save JPEG Options dialog box may improve the situation somewhat.

When I display JPEG or other 24-bit images, they appear
grainy.
ThumbsPlus quickly dithers 24-bit images for display on 8-bit displays. This does not
show the true color detail of the original file; you will get much better display results by
running a Truecolor (24-bit) or Highcolor (16 bit) display driver, if your display adapter
is capable.
Note that you can set JPEG files to load as 8-bit images, using a dithering algorithm in
the JPEG library which is better (but a bit slower) than the internal dithering. PhotoCD
files may also be dithered to 8-bits while loading. Both of these loading options are
available from the Options Preferences File Types property sheet.

How come my JPEG files seem less clear when I edit them
and save them many times?
JPEG format should not be used for “works in progress.” Re-saving JPEG files introduces another generation of loss error. For my own stuff, I always save as TIFF (LZWcompressed) during interim steps, and only convert to JPEG for external release (i.e.,
to a Web page).
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Aspect Ratio
The relation between the height and width of an
image. For example, a square has an aspect
ration of 1-to-1 (the height is the same as the
width).

Autocrop
A method to automatically remove same-colored
borders from an image. In ThumbsPlus, this
may be accomplished using the EditðAutocrop
menu option, or in batch mode from the Miscellaneous Batch Operations dialog box.

Bi-level
Of two intensities (generally black and white).
Bi-level graphics are sometimes referred to as
monochrome or black and white, but either of
these terms can be misleading, as each sometimes refers to single-channel color, which can
be grayscale. Bi-level is a much less ambiguous description of a one-bit-per-pixel bitmap.

Bitmap
A bitmap (also known as raster graphic) is a
graphics image composed of small dots (pixels). These dots can be simple on-or-off bits (a
bi-level bitmap), or represent colors. Windows
supports four levels of raster images: bi-level
(1 bit per pixel), 16-color (4 bits per pixel), 256color (8 bits per color), or 16 million color (24
bits per pixel, also known as Truecolor).
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Raster graphics do not generally scale to larger
sizes very well; the dots become squares or rectangles and the image appears grainy. Also, raster images use lots of disk space and memory.
However, they generally display faster than
metafile or vector graphics and can show much
more true-to-life detail than vector graphics.
Scanned images, such as CompuServe GIF
files, are raster images.

CD-ROM
A CD (compact disk) used to store data. ROM
stands for “Read-Only Memory.” They are quite
useful for distribution of large amounts of data,
and much more reliable than floppy disks.

CIE L*a*b
The L*a*b colorspace was designed by CIE to
provide a device-independent way to specify
colors. Photoshop PSD files can be saved in
L*a*b format, as can TIFF files.
ThumbsPlus converts the colors to RGB based
on default values for monitor settings.

CMYK
This color specification derives from the names
of the colors of inks combined for printing in
color: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and blacK.
The more common method of specifying color
for display is RGB (red, green, blue), where
colored lights are combined to produce different hues.

Glossary
Color Depth

Digital Image Filtering

For images, Color Depth refers to the amount
of information required to specify the color or
level of a pixel. Here are some common depths
(in bits), and corresponding common names for
them:

Digital image filtering performs processing on
an image by combining or comparing individual
pixels with their neighbors. Many interesting and
useful affects can be obtained, such as sharpening, blurring, edge detection and embossing.
Many such filters are available in ThumbsPlus
from the Image Filter Select Filter menu
selection.

1-bit Bi-level, Monochrome
4/8-bit Indexed color, Grayscale
24-bit Truecolor, RGB
32-bit CMYK, RGBA
48-bit Truecolor, RGB

Color Quantization
Color quantization is the process of finding the
best set of colors (palette) for representing an
image. Two methods are provided in
ThumbsPlus - median cut, which does a very
good job for real-world (scanned or photographed images), and popularity, which does
well for drawn images.
ThumbsPlus provides several error diffusion
dithers for use when reducing the number of
colors in an image: Floyd-Steinberg, Burkes and
Stucki; and a single ordered dither (ThumbsPlus Quick), which is used to quickly dither
Truecolor (24-bit) images for an 8-bit (indexed
color) display.
The median cut method assigns all available
colors to boxes, then splits the boxes to determine a representative set of colors. There are
three median cut options in ThumbsPlus: 5-bit,
6-bit and 8-bit. The more bits available for each
color component, the more memory and time
required to quantize, and the better color
matches that are obtained.
The median cut method assigns all availing
unnecessary space from around an image. You
can control when ThumbsPlus does this automatic cropping from the General Options dialog box.

Compact

Linear filters — those with a fixed array (or convolution mask) defining how to combine a pixel
with its neighbors to compute the result — may
be defined in ThumbsPlus using the
ImageðFilterðNew Filter menu selection.

Dither
Dithering is a process which allows many colors to be represented by a few. For example,
the standard Windows VGA driver only has 16
colors, and combines these in simple patterns
(ordered dither) to represent many more. An
ordered dither is acceptable when viewed from
a distance, but often causes images to appear
grainy and cluttered. Better dithering methods,
called error diffusion, provide a better appearance, especially for real-world images. One key
to a successful dither is providing enough and
appropriate colors to work with (palette selection or color quantization).
ThumbsPlus provides several error diffusion
dithers for use when reducing the number of
colors in an image: Floyd-Steinberg, Burkes and
Stucki; and a single ordered dither (ThumbsPlus
Quick), which is used to quickly dither Truecolor
(24-bit) images for an 8-bit (indexed color) display.

Drag and Drop
Drag-and-drop is the process of moving files
by pointing with the mouse, clicking the left
mouse button, and “dragging” to the desired location. In ThumbsPlus, you can use this method
to move or copy graphics files.

To eliminate unneeded, unused or deleted
space. You can compact a ThumbsPlus database (local Microsoft Access databases only)
by selecting File Database Compact from
the main ThumbsPlus menu. This will release
all disk space occupied by deleted or moved
thumbnails so it can be used for other files.
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Glossary
Font

Grayscale

A font is a particular type style. For example,
Arial is the font in which this help file is rendered. ThumbsPlus can create thumbnails of
and view character sets of TrueType fonts.

A grayscale image contains various levels of
gray. At its simplest form (two levels of gray —
black and white), this is a bi-level image. Usually, grayscale images contain from 4 to 256 levels of gray, though some file formats (notably
TIFF) can store as many as 65,536 levels of
gray per pixel.

Gallery
A ThumbsPlus gallery is a logical container for
a group of thumbnails stored in the database.
All information about a gallery is stored internally in the database as well. Galleries may reference files across multiple directories, hard
disks, and even networked computers.

Gamma
Generally, gamma correction is a process to
make pictures appear more accurately on a
specific monitor. Differences in color value do
not exactly map to changes in brightness on the
screen; the gamma value defines a curve which
specifies the way a monitor displays specific
color values. The Monitor Gamma dialog box
helps you find the appropriate gamma value for
your monitor.
The other piece of the equation is figuring out
the corrected gamma value to which an individual picture was adjusted. The Compuserve
GIF definition specifies that GIFs should be
adjusted for a gamma value of 2.0 — you can
set the “assumed gamma” for any picture, or
set the default for any file type.
Generally, if pictures appear dark and have little
detail in the shadow regions, they’re probably
linear (gamma = 1.0). Try setting your monitor
gamma to an appropriate value, and the assumed gamma to 1.0.
Note: If either the assumed gamma or the monitor gamma is zero, ThumbsPlus will not gamma
correct the image for display.

Graphic Import Filter
A program or library (DLL) which can convert
graphics from one format to another. Microsoft
provides several filters with Word for Windows
and other products. ThumbsPlus can sometimes use these filters to import graphics files,
though because they are not written or supplied
by Cerious Software, they cannot be guaranteed to work.
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Highcolor
This term usually refers to display hardware that
is capable of reasonably good color depth, but
not as realistic as Truecolor (24-bit).
Most high-color displays are 15-bit (32,768 colors — 5 bits each for red, green and blue) or
16-bit (65,536 colors — 5 bits each for red and
blue; 6 bits for green because the eye is more
sensitive to green).
Although high-color displays save some video
memory, they generally run slightly slower than
truecolor displays because of the translation
requirement (Windows runs in truecolor mode,
but the display driver must translate the 8-bitsper-pixel RGB pixels to the high-color representation).

Icon
An icon is a small representation of something.
Icons in the Windows environment are not usually worshiped; but judging by the size of some
people’s icon libraries, they’re at least admired.

Identity palette
An identity palette is a 256-color palette that includes the 20 reserved Windows colors in the
first 10 and last 10 positions in the palette. Files
created with such palettes may be somewhat
quicker to display in 256-color display mode.
Also, some graphics applications require files
with identity palettes. You can make any palette
with 17 or more colors (and 236 or fewer) into
an identity palette by selecting the option in the
Color Depth dialog box.

Glossary
Indexed color

Orphan Thumbnails

Indexed color images contain several colors or
levels of gray and a palette (or color map) which
specifies the color of each given level. Most indexed color images are 4 or 8 bits per pixel (16
or 256 colors).

An orphan is a thumbnail whose original image
file is no longer available. This occurs when the
original image file is moved or deleted by an
external program (outside of ThumbsPlus). It is
recommended that you do all of your image file
reorganization with ThumbsPlus.

Interpolation
Interpolation is a process of computing intervening values from given values (generally by
averaging). For example, when ThumbsPlus
changes the size of a bitmap, it can interpoloate
and compute the extra pixels as weighted averages (based on closeness) of neighboring pixels.

Metafile
A metafile is a stored sequence of drawing commands which the computer can repeat to generate an image. Like vector graphics, metafiles
can contain simple drawing commands (such
as line, rectangle, circle, arc, polygon); they may
also contain commands to set colors, fill areas,
display text. Unlike vector graphics, metafiles
can include bitmaps. Thus, metafiles are much
more flexible than bitmaps, but they are more
difficult for programmers to support and usually slower to display.

Monochrome
This term is sometimes used to refer to a bilevel graphic; other times it refers to a singlechannel (grayscale) image. In ThumbsPlus, it
is used as a synonym for bi-level.

OLE
Object linking and embedding is a method used
in Microsoft Windows to connect documents
of one type to another. For example, a Paintbrush picture (BMP) may be embedded in a
Word document, or a Corel drawing may be
linked into a Write file. ThumbsPlus can sometimes use OLE to create thumbnails of file types
which aren’t directly supported; see the File
Type Configuration dialog box for more information.

Palette
A color palette is much like an artist’s palette —
it’s the selected color values that are used to
represent an image. 24-bit (truecolor) images
don’t have a palette; each pixel includes the color
information in it.
When reducing a 24-bit image to an 8-bit or 4bit image, you’ll need to select an appropriate
color palette, or have ThumbsPlus compute an
optimized palette for you, using color quantization.
A palette stored with an indexed color image is
also known as a color map.

Path
The DOS Environment variable which specifies
where DOS and Windows look for executable
files when no explicit drive or directory information is given. It is usually set in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, which runs when DOS
starts up.
Also, a directory specification may be referred
to as a path.

Pixel
A pixel is a dot in a raster image, or bitmap.
Depending on the color resolution, a pixel takes
from 1 to 24 bits to represent in memory and on
disk. Therefore, an uncompressed bitmap which
is 100 pixels wide by 100 pixels high can require from 10,000 to 240,000 bits (1250 to
30,000 bytes).

Rasterize
Rasterizing (or rasterization) is the process of
drawing a metafile or vector graphic to a bitmap.
This creates a fixed-size raster graphic from the
metafile or vector graphic.
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Recycle Bin

Truecolor

The recycle bin is a special desktop folder that
serves as a tempory holding area for deleted
files. When a file is deleted with the recycle bin
enabled, it is not actually deleted until you empty
the recycle bin. Deleted files can be restored
from the recycle bin as well.

A truecolor image is most often represented by
a full color value for each pixel of the image. In
most cases, 8 bits (256 levels) each of red,
green and blue (RGB). Other schemes may
represent colors using other methods, such as
HSI, HSL, YUV, YCbCr, L*a*b, or CMYK. Because RGB is the prevalent method for representing images for display, it is used internally
by ThumbsPlus.

Resolution
The resolution of an image describes the detail
at which it was obtained, or at which it is designed to be printed. For example, a 300 dpi
image was scanned at or designed to be printed
at 300 dots per inch. (So, a 300 x 300 pixel image at 300 dpi should print as 1 inch by 1 inch).

Some file formats may allow more bits per pixel
(12 or 16), but the difference in image quality is
usually slight. The chief advantage of a wider
range of pixel values is less information loss
during image processing.

Except in the U.S., resolution is usually referred
to as dots per centimeter (dpc) or pixels per
meter (ppm).

TrueType

Note that changing the resolution of a bitmap
does not change its information content — resolution is really a hint to an application program
to suggest a suitable size for printing. Most applications scale for the output device to present
the image at or close to its original size.
Most applications also allow you to scale an
image to a desired size. Also, many images do
not contain resolution information.

Thumbnail
A small representation of an image, used as an
aid in indexing or cataloging graphics images.
ThumbsPlus is particularly adept at creating
useful thumbnails for bitmaps , fonts and
metafiles.

Token
A sequence of letters or symbols which represent something else. For example, ‘%F’ is a token which represents a file name in the editor
command string invoked by ThumbsPlus.
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A TrueType font is a font developed using a
particular font technology which describes each
character as a sequence of closed b-spline
curves. There are also provisions for hinting,
which provides better-looking characters at
small point sizes.

Vector graphic
Vector graphics are graphic objects composed
of the definition of drawn shapes and lines —
rectangles, arcs, ellipses, curves, etc. Metafiles
are similar, but more robust; they may also contain text and bitmap (raster) elements.
Because they are descriptions of shapes rather
than a table of individual dots (pixels), vector
graphics may be scaled more readily and more
accurately than raster graphics.

Wallpaper
A Windows bitmap displayed in the background
(the desktop). From ThumbsPlus, this image
may be tiled (repeated to fill the screen) or centered.
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Adobe Photoshop 61
Adobe Type 1 Font 61
alpha channel 26
Amiga 57
ANI 56
annotation 76
annotations 10, 33
AOL 76
ART 76
aspect ratio 82
AutoCAD 56
autocrop 82
AVI 54

B
background
adding 25
background tasks 50
batch processing 10, 36
quick batch 36
batch sets 37
bi-level 22, 36, 80
Biorad 5
bitmap 82, 85, 86
BMF 55
BMP 10, 55, 80
brightness 22
building web pages 41–46

C
CAM 55
Casio 55
catalog 40
CCITT 63, 80
CD-ROM 9
CDR 55
CGM 10, 55
clipboard 21, 67
CMP 10
CMX 55
CMYK 64, 82, 83, 86
color
CMYK 82, 83, 86
dithering 83
grayscale 83, 84
highcolor 84
modifying depth 83
optimimizing 83

palettes 85
quantizing 83
truecolor 82, 83, 84, 86
color adjustment 22
color balance 22, 23
color depth 22, 33, 37
color management 28
color map 85
color profile 29
comment 76
CompuServe 57
Computer Graphics Metafile 55
connecting via ODBC 49
contact sheets 10, 47
contrast 22
converting from version 3 48
copy 21
Corel PhotoPaint 77
CorelDRAW 55
CPT 77
crop 25, 36
cropping
automatic 82
CRW 4, 5
CT scan 62
CUR 56
cursor 56
customizing 51

D
data source (ODBC) 75
data source (TWAIN) 39
database 48, 48–49
compacting 49
JPEG compress 48
ODBC 49
repairing 49
DCR 4
DCS 4, 56
DCX 56
DDE 5, 66–71
Deluxe Paint 57
desktop wallpaper 30–31
Digimarc 13, 27
digital cameras 26, 39
digital image filtering 83
disk space 4
disks
labels 78
removable 78
dithering 22, 81, 83
document feeder 39
DOS 85
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Index
DPI 77
drag and drop 14, 83
duotone 61
duplicates 35
DXF 56

E
editor 78
EPS 56
EXIF 15, 43

F
favorite places 18
FIF 57
file association 78
file info 76
file mask 68
file sharing 73
files
organizing 18, 20
saving 10
supported 52
filtering 36
finding images 33–35
finding similar images 34
flip 23, 36
floppies 9, 78
fluorescent 25
folder 69
folders 8
watching 10, 11
font 13

G
gallery 9, 16, 84
gamma 19, 22, 84
GEM 10, 57
GIF 10, 22, 36, 37, 57, 76, 80, 81
grayscale 22, 36, 64, 80

H
HAM6 57
HAM8 57
HTML 45
hue 22

I
ICO 10, 57
icons 57
IFF 57
image
resolution 77
images
adding background 25
adjusting color depth 83
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autocropping 82
automatic color balance 25
batch processing 36
color adjustment 22, 36
color depth 22, 37
comparing 21
convert to bitmap 28
converting 36
converting to bitmap 85
cropping 25, 36
digital camera 26
dithering 83
editing 19, 78
effects 83
enhancement 26
equalizing 36
filtering 24, 36, 83
finding 33–35
finding by similarity 10
finding duplicates 10, 35
finding similar 34
flipping 23, 36
interpolating 85
metrics 35
overlaying 24
processes 25
raster 82, 85, 86
rasterizing 28, 85
raw formats 62
red eye removal 23
resizing 23, 36, 85
resolution 36
rotating 23, 36
sharpening 83
stamping 24
stretching 19
synchronization 21
vector 86
watermarking 27, 37
zooming 19
Info tab 9, 10
info tab 43
installation 5
IPL 5
IPTC/NAA 13, 43, 58, 64
editing 16
Iterated Systems 57

J
J2K 10, 58
J6I 58
JFIF 58
JP2 10, 58
JPEG 10, 26, 36, 58, 64, 76, 80, 81
2000 58
cleanup 26

Index
compress 48
JPG 58

organizing files 14, 18
orphan thumbnails 13, 85

K

P

keyword 68
keywords 10, 14–15, 33
KIZ 59
Kodak
DC series 58
DCR 4
DCS 4, 56
KIZ 59
Konica 59
KQP 59

Packbits 63
palette 22, 36, 85
identity 84
panning 19
paste 21
PCD 60
PCT 61
PCX 10, 56, 61, 80
PFB 61
PhotoCD 60, 81
PhotoPaint 77
PICT 10, 61
PiNG 61
pixels 10
PMP 58
PNG 10, 61, 76
Postscript 56
Preview tab 9
Print Manager 79
printing 40, 69, 78
catalog 10, 40
Pro Edition 4, 52
PSD 61

L
label 78
LBM 57
LZW 57, 63, 80, 81

M
Macintosh PICT 10, 61
Mammography 62
Mandelbrot 59
MDC 4
memory 4
metafile 10, 28, 57, 64
metrics 35
MIC 59
Microsoft 84, 85
Microsoft Image Composer 59
MID 59
MIDI 59
mirror 23
monitors
multiple 19
monochrome 22, 80
MOV 59
MPEG 60
MPG 60
MRI scan 62
MRW 4

Q
quick
batch 36
process 23
QuickTime 59

R

Nanoscope 62
NEF 4
network administration 72–73
network server 72

RAS 62
raster 10, 82, 85, 86
rasterizing 28, 85
RAW 10, 62
raw formats 62
red eye removal 23
registration code 5
registry keys 73
removable disks 78
resize 23, 36
resolution 77
rotation 23, 36
rotate to line 23

O

S

ODBC 49, 74, 75
OLE 77, 85
Olympus 5
online photo sites 31
ORF 4

Santa Barbara Instruments Group 63
saturation 22
saving files 10
SBIG 62
scale to gray 19

N
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Index
scanning 39
screen shots 10
scrolling 19
Seattle FilmWorks 63
selection
freehand 21
rectangular 21
Send by E-mail... 32
SFW 63
SGI 62
shortcuts 13
Silicon Graphics Image files 62
similarity 10
slide show 10, 30
canned 10, 31
sorting thumbnails 12
spooling 78
SQL Server 5, 74
stamp 24
Standard Edition 4
status line 20
stretch 19
STX 63
Sun Raster 62
system requirements 4

T
Tagged Image File Format 63
Targa 63, 80
Task tab 9
tasks 50
temporary disk space 79
TGA 10, 63, 80
thumbnail databases 48–49
thumbnail view 9
customization 12
sorting 12
thumbnails 8
automatic 8
decorations 12
exporting 48
importing 48
making 11, 68
making automatically 11
orphans 13
removing 12
TIF 63
TIFF 10, 76, 77, 80, 81
TrueType 64
TTF 64
TWAIN 39
multiple acquire 39
setup 39
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U
Uninstalling 7
uninstalling 7
URL 45
user fields 15–16, 33
EXIF 15
using file info 43
UUE 64
uuencoding 64

V
vector 10
video capture 25
view
synchronization 19

W
wallpaper 10, 30–31
watermarks 13, 27, 37
WAV 64
web pages 32, 79, 81
building 10, 41–46
Windows Bitmaps 55
WMF 10, 64
Word Perfect Graphics 65
World Wide Web 22, 36, 41–46
WPG 10, 65

Z
zoom 19, 19–20
ZSoft 61

